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Simmons, A.S. ’kill’ Program Board
By Aaron Williams
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Associated Students President Jerry
Simmons joked around after a tough budget
fight by jumping up and down, singing mockingly, "We killed the Program Board."
The A.S. Program Board took the biggest,
and perhaps most lethal, hit from the new
A.S. budget when its budget was slashed from
$169,550 down to $41,000. There is also the
real possibility that the Program Board may
not even be in existence next year ifs second
reading of an action item to repeal Act 50 is

passed. Act 50 sets up guidelines that make
the Program Board possible.
Tyler Kogura, executive director of the
Program Board, said he was disgusted when a
secretary told him of Simmons’ actions.
"What kind of A.S. president is he that you
take pleasure in destroying the lives of two
people who have over 55 years of experience
at SJSU?" Kogura asked.
He said even though Simmons, whose
tenureas president will end May 13, may have
been joking, his display just wasn’t funny.
"Whether he was joking or not the point is

Project
fights
dirty
politics
Students, professors
join campaign to
clean up mudslinging
By Sean Coffey
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
If the Ethical Campaign Project (ECP) has its way,
there will be no political mudslinging in any future
Santa Clara County elections.
In an open forum held Tuesday night, politically
active members of the community and officials from
the South Bay Labor Council, the Bay Area
Municipal Elections Committee (BAYMEC), the
Santa Clara County Chamber of Commerce and several other local organizations met to discuss the creation of more ethical
local campaign procedures.
"Very seldom
Sponsored by the
does a group
ECP, the forum was
founded in June 1996
of individuals
And is now chaired by
16rmer Santa Clara
who are not
County
Supervisor
paid pull
Susanne Wilson.
In the current ECP
together to
draft plan, candidates
to adhere to
get something Awillset pledge
of pre-determined
standards.
ethical
done."
Currently, candidates
can approach various
Susanne Wilson, organizations and ask
ECP chairperson for endorsements and
contributions. Under
the ECP plan, such
organizations can rest
assured that candidates have agreed to an ethical code.
Wilson said that the plan will only work &endorsing organizations agree to remove a candidate
endorsement if a committee finds that a candidate has
violated a pledged code. Currently, the ECP plan will
only apply to local elections.
According to Wilson, the forum was a success.
"It moves us towards implementing our plans,"
Wilson said, "and one question the forum answered
was, does anyone carer
She said the turnout of nearly 70 people Al the

it happened," he said. "How many ways can
you take it? Why is there any reason to be
happy?"
Kogura claims there is some sort of personal vendetta against the Program Board by
the A.S. board of directors.
Controller Adrian Rodriguez said the
Board "never had a vendetta."
A.S. Vice President Mike Yaghmai said he
didn’t think Simmons meant the taunts seriously.
"Jerry’s just that kind of character, he doesn’t mean anything." he said. "I don’t know if

finger pointing is such a smart thing to do."
Yaghmai said the A.S. Board and the
Program Board haven’t seen eye-to-eye for
years.
"For four or five years we haven’t had good
relations with them. They didn’t see us as
their operating body," he said. "(The A.S.
Board) decided that it was time to deal with
the fact that they have constantly lost money.
Money that would be better served in the student organizations."
The A.S. voted Wednesday to change the
name of the Program Board to the Special

Events Programming Committee in the event
that Act 50 is repealed.
"Student organizations provide more activities for students," Simmons said. "We cut
back the Program Board (and gave the
money) to student organizations. They give
students more bang for the buck."
If ended, the Program Board would fall
under the jurisdiction of the A.S. Board of
Directors. The A.S. president would appoint
and executive, three coordinators and three
directors. The A.S. President or appointee and

See Program, page 10

Wrong place,
wrong time

Former
SJSU
student
recalls
terrifying
night five
years ago

By Genoa Barrow
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Jeng Tsai was shot in the frenzy following the verdicts in the Rodney King
beating trial. Moments later, his life was
saved by a group of concerned strangers.
The former SJSU student was a lass
Angeles resident at the time. When the
verdicts Were handed down; he was driving on list Angeles’ Highway 101.
!leading home, he got off the highway,
taking an exit that led to South Central.
"As I was driving through the (area),
two men dashed across the street," he
said. "One stood in front of the car to
force me to slow down. The other man
stood on the driver’s side."
Tsai didn’t want to slow down. Ile
had seen the looters he knew it wasn’t
safe. A single gunshot rang out. TSAi
ducked but not fast enough. The bullet pierced his back and lodged in his
neck.
Tsai tried to keep driving to search for
medical attention. Ilr never made it. "I
kept on driving until I passed out," he
said.
When lie came to, an hour had
passed. He WAS 011 the ground, bleeding
and in the midst of unfamiliar, angry
faces.
"II WAS dark. I WAS its a black neighborhood," Tsai said. "Everyone was staring at me like I was All Animal. It was an
PHOTO ay ARIC CRABS Spartan Daily
crric thing."
home from work the first night of the L.A riots in 1992. The bullet
See Tsai, page 6 Former SJSU student Jeng Tsai was shot in the back while driving
was lodged in his neck area and he suffered a collapsed lung and broken ribs

Five years later: Can we get along’?
Many feel
California
in store for
another
rebellion

By Aaron Williams
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
"Can we all just gel along?"
Rodney King asked the question five years
Ago.

It has been half A decade since the horrific
images of los Angeles in chaos shocked the
nation. In that time, Los Angeles has started
the rebuilding process. but have the racial
wounds that so violently divided A community
healed?
Most people still don’t agree if race rela-

tions have gotten better or worse. but what
they do agree upon is that the riots of 1992 are
doomed to happen again. That is unless there
are some significant social and economic
changes.
A survey conducted by the Center for the
Study of Los Angeles at Loyola Marymotint
University found that of the people who were
surveyed, 61 percent thought another riot in
the next live years WAS possible. The poll questioned 650 residents, 18 years and older, half
of whom lived in the riot -effected area. The

survey found that 60 percent of participants
thought that race relations were not "not
good." It also found that 76 percent thought
the police was doing an adequate job.
Bayan Lewis, lot Angeles Assistant Chief
of Police, said he thought the police could
have handled the 1992 riots better. Lewis said
the focus now should be on how the police can
work with the community to prevent the 1992
riots from happening again.
"We (police) didn’t react well, but the issue
WAS larger than the cops," he said "There are

See Relations, page7

See Polidcs, page 10

’Neptune Fund’ helps science
By Dona Nichol.
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

PHOTO By DONA NICHOLS Spartan Daily
Susan McCullough is assisted by John Neptune in a chemical lab

Had John Neptune not devoted his
hr may have had a career
life to scii
lin Wall ’Melt.
Nepturit’s business savvy has paid oft
handsomely with an investment fund
that he statod while serving as chairman
of the SJSU chemistry department from
1973 through 1986. Donating money
from his own salary and investing it,
Neptune has parlayed his summer
stipends into A $156,000 investment,
known as the "Neptune Fund."
I lie hind is used for student scholarships .ind is one of Neptune’s proudest
complishments at SJSU in a career earmarked by numerous achievements and
Accolades.

Fortunately for SJSU, Neptune chose
a career teaching chemistry over that of a
stockbroker.
Neptune’s SJSU career started in
1955 and lasted until 1990 when he officially retired. After the death or his wife,
Ruth, he returned to teach pail Mile AS
professor emeritus.
"I was really worried about him when
his wife died," said l’atty Harding, a
longtime friend and fellow church mcm
het at the Evergreen Valley United
Methodist Church where Neptune has
been a member for 16 years. "Thcy were
such a couple. And when he lost her, I
was really afraid he wasn’t going to make
it. But now he’s in the bell choir and I
think he’s doing ()K."
See Mr. Wizard, page 11
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SJSU should offer benefits to non-traditional families
your family doesn’t fit within the narJIrow parameters set by the California State
University system, or SJSU for that matter, don’t expect any sympathy when your
health is jeopardized.
Some employees of SJSU have their
health benefits covered by Public Employee
Retirement Systems. The PERS covers
health only for "traditional" families. So, if
you want your place of employment to pay
to make sure your family’s teeth are pearly
white and their prescriptions are taken care
of, you better make sure your family consists

of a man and woman. Any other combination, and you’re out of luck.
For some reason (most likely an illegitimate one), domestic partners, or some variation thereof, arc not qualified for certain
health benefits.
Apparently, unconventional families
aren’t too vocal about it. The only person at
SJSU to pipe up is Wiggsy Sivertsen, a counselor in the Counseling Services
Department.
According to Colleen Bently-Adler, the
director of public affairs for the CSU’s

Editorial
Chancellor’s Office, Sivenscn has been the
only person to address this discrepancy to
the CSU Board of Trustees. The Board of
Trustees has yet to even address the issue.
Despite SJSU doing its darndest to subtly
scream that it is the academic diversity capital of the South Bay, it still hasn’t extended
its health services to domestic partners. To
add insult to injury, other nearby colleges

already have even community colleges.
As far back as 1993, the Foothill-De Anza
Community College District extended its
benefits to "bonafide domestic partners" for
its employees age 18 or older who can’t legally marry.
Even one of the University of California
chapters has attempted to make an effort
toward justice. University of California,
Irvine, tepidly extended "soft" benefits for
domestic partners "soft" as in reduced
fees for recreation classes, access to Employee
Assistance Programs and discounts on season

Women should give
athletics a chance

TV reunion shows
not worth watching
foil thr good ot bop/never meanin’ no harm/brats all ya
ever utudmaktn trouble with the law/since the day they were
born."

say I am a female and a sports fanatic,
I do not mean watching the occasional figure
skating event.
I .1111 part of an elite and minuscule collection of
women who would rather watch the game than do anything else.
It is time for others to share in my secret: Watching
sports is a girl thing, too. Ladies, it is time for you to
give organized athletics a chance.
There is no better way to bond with the boys than
sitting around the television set yelling catcalls to the
referee after he has made a bad call.
Remember all the times you wanted to go out with
your boyfriend, but he could not because it was the big
game? I will let you in on a
every game to a fan is
secret
the big game, and the cycle will
never end. So, why not join in
the fun?
I discovered sports at an
early age. It was a great way to
spend time with my dad. I
never realized spending an
entire day watching college
WRITER’S FORUM
football was not something litBy Laura
tle girls did.
Vanni
I spent my summers listening to every Oakland Athletics
game on the radio. My
Sunday’s are not complete without watching the 10,
one and five o’clock football games.
I will choose Monday Night Football over Melrose
Place any day. My tastes range from basketball, to horse
racing, to auto racing. My baseball trivia can compete
with anyone.
People who do not know me always look at me
quizzically when I chime in with the previous day’s
baseball scores; they refuse to believe my enthusiasm is
/AM
and

NO. DON’T
HAVE A PVE3111ST-

from "The Dukes of Hazzard:
movie Friday night reeled me into the
living room for a chance at recapturing my
youth. I didn’t have a choice. Even without Boss Hogg
who sadly died several years ago Bo, Luke and
Daisy were joining forces again with the help of Uncle
Jesse, Kooter and Enos (yes, even as an adult, I still laugh
at his name) and all the rest of the I lazzard County gang.
I couldn’t miss it.
Bin I was destined for disappointment. After an hour,
I shut ofF the ’IV. lire confederate flag-draped General Lee
turned out to be the sole sight
for sore eyes. Bo (John
Schneider) had lost most of his
curly blond locks,
Daisy
(Catherine Bach) wore of all
things!
pants, and watching
Luke (Tom Wopat), I could
only think of the dim-witted
lug of an ex-husband he now
WRITER’S FORUM
plays on "Cybil."
By Terri K
I had high hopes. I mean,
Milner
music
The
Reunion!"

Bo Was the guy that my best

friend and I used to fight over
when we were eight and sing the marriage song about
("Terri and Bo sittin’ in a tree ... "). We’d pretend her
double bed was the General Lee and jump sideways onto
it the way the boys leaped through the windows of the
ultra cool 1969 Dodge Charger stunt car.
"The Dukes of Hazzard: Reunion!" movie lacked the
sex appeal that fueled it. Watching the boys from
Ilazzard County, their pouches visibly hanging over their
hug, silver, belt buckles turned o Ut to be as appealing as
viewing Chris, Kelly and Sabrina of "Charlie’s Angels"
with saggy breasts. The parade of token Daisy impersonators in her trademark short -shorts seemed more gratuitous than ever.
Face it: Cheese just isn’t as appealing now as it was in
the ’70s and early ’80s. Certain actors have more fore
sight: Unlike Bo and Luke, after Ron Howard (Opie,
Richie Cunningham, etc.) began losing his hair, he had
the good sense to stay behind the camera. And after seeing Suzanne Sommers (Chrissie Snow) squeezing her
Thigh Master, I’m gratelial to Joyce DeWitt (Janet, also
of "Three’s Company" history) for staying ofITV.
Reunion movies have no place in today’s cable TV
society. Between Nickelodeon and INN, these shows arc
replayed in their hey-day in virtually 24 -hour loops.
I can visit Jack Tripper at the Regal Beagle, hear Dr.
Johnny Fever call me one of his "love babies" and sing
along with the "One Day at a Time" theme song. I Call
wonder why anyone thought (:armine "The Big Rap(
Ragusa was cool; how no one thought it strange that
Fonzie kept taking high school girls tip to Inspiration
Point well into Ins 30’s; and, while pretending to wield a
gun, I can swoosh my hair around and say "I hold it!" as
convincingly as III were one of Charlie’s Angels.
I enjoy seeing actors from my childhood shows. but
these reunion movies simply must cease. les embarrassing for both parties involved: That’s the extent of these
actors’ At ling abilities, and we [wily enjoyed watching
these shows back in the day.
I live in fear of the children of today watching a
reunion movie of "Saved by the Bell" or "Full I louse" in
the year 2010. The important thing to remember when
making (or watching ) a reunion movie is that cheese is
still cheese, and after 15 to 20 years, it’s bound to bad.

Conservatives are often hypocritical
banned the state Hag of Georgia from
Alongside our exhilaration about
Albany, Georgians were outraged that
many of society’s recent accomGUEST C OLUMNIST
their sentimental, Civil -War-era flag (A
plishmcnt5, Such AS the !Mettle,.
near-copy of the Confederate banner)
gene -engineered miracle cures, expansion
t I’ Kirby
had been so disgraced.
of human rights and anti -lock brakes, lies a
Few Georgians realized, however,
parallel nostalgia for the way the world used
that their state leaders generated this
to be. Audiophiles hoard old LPs.
version
of
the
Stars
and Bars during the civil rights
People forgo rollerballs to buy obsolescent fountain
unrest of the ’60s as a show of racist defiance against
pent. Old folks mutter about how safe their neighborfederal
desegregation
policy.
hoods once were.
Similarly, many Southerners naively believe the Civil
While much of this longing for the past is harmless,
War had multi ng to do with slavery but was only
the political uses of nostalgia are insidious in their
about states’ rights.
application by myopic conservatives.
’The fact that the primary right these states fought
Describing the politics of nostalgia in America is like
for was the right to subjugate black slaves is convenientrecounting the social controversies of recent decades.
Conservatives who detest "social fragmentation" conjure ly de-emphasized in their spurious high school textbooks.
up a cozier, more righteous past as they decry teen pregEven in a less political sense, the traditional lifestyle
nancies or the unraveling of the urban fabric.
longed for by nostalgic types is rarely what life used to
Family values Advocates emphasize the alleged
Ire like in the past.
domestic harmony of their own childhoods (much of
Wistful recall is always selective; nostalgia is often
which is pure fantasy) when critiquing the liberated
less about the past than the present.
state of middle-class modern women, who, traditionalReminiscence is not unhealthy. On the contrary, it is
ists reason, selfishly favor careers over the traditional
viii to realize Mat candlelight cmi be romantic, that
maternal role.
automobile design used to be an art form, that a handParadoxically, a number of these very family-valuesactivist-mothers abandon their own children to carry on written letter is a welcome change from the e-mail
queue.
their self-empowering national crusades.
Appreciation of what used to be serves as an imporReligion is, of course, the ultimate bastion of citing
tant critique of what our technologically oriented econtraditional authority. It is unsurprisinf, then, that conomy engenders.
servatives call upon the religious right s condemnation
Awareness of history is particularly crucial in the
of abortion, contraceptives and divorce for moral justifiseemingly a historical maelstrom of TV image con
cation in their argunients.
sumption and modern inhumation overload.
Conservatives are fond of comparing yesterday’s
The political uses of nostalgia, on the other hand,
family piety with today’s godlessness. But these activists’
are perversions of the past for current advantage and
manipulation of the past is remarkable both for its
must lae recognized as such.
widespread appeal AfIcilack of sell-consciousness.
The details of tradition are often invented wholesale
This guest column appears courtesy of The Daily Texan
for political purposes.
fivrtri the University of Texas via U-Wire. William leske’s
For example, when New York Gov. George Pataki
column will return next Thursday.
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Opinion page
policies
Readers are encouraged to
exposea theniselves on the Opinion
page with a Lotter to the Editor or
Campus Viewpoint.
A Letter to the Editor le a 200.
word response to an ionise or point
cif view that has appeared in the
Spartan linty
A Canipus Viewpoint is at 450word essay ,,n current campus,
political or ’,octal 1.1101,
Submissions become the property Of Ow Spartan Daily and may he
edited for clarity. grammar, hhol
and length Submissions must
contain the author’s name,
address, phone number, Mimi,
lure and major.
Submiasions may by put in the
letter. to the FArtor hos at the
Spartan Deily "Moe in Dwight
fientel Hall Room 209. sent by fax
t,,1 411i41 924-3237 OT mailed
the
Spartan Daily ()pinion Editor,
School of Journalism and Mass
Communications. San Joe, State
University, One Wmahington
Square. San Jose, CA 95192-0140.
Editorial. are written by, and
are the consensus of, the
Spartan Daily editor*, not Us.
Watt.
Published opinions and advertisements do not neceasarily reflect
the stews ntiS, Spartan Daily, the
School of Journalism and Mass
Communications ir SISU

proud to

ti-tie,

For women
out there who
would like to
I never realized
share in my athspending an entire letic joy, just follow some simple
day watching
rules:
First, pick a
college football
sport that does
was not something not confuse you,
and learn as
little girls did.
much you can.
Do
not be
intimidated by the fancy rules and regulations. and do
not be afraid to ask questions. Even football can be easy
to follow if the rules are learned. Knowledge oldie game
will make it easier to follow and become hooked.
Find a ream to root for. Whether it be the city it
plays in, its mascot or the color of its uniforms, develop
a loyalty to that (CAM.
Learn the players’ names and choose some favorites.
Adding a personal side to the sport will make following
it more enjoyable.
Finally, attend some of the sporting events in person. There is nothing better than spending a day at the
ballpark, in the stands, cheering or booing with thousands of other enthusiastic fans.
Right now is an eminent sports woman’s feast.
Baseball is in full swing, basketball and hockey playoffs
are starting, football fans were just treated to a full day’s
coverage of the NFL draft and training camp will open
soon. Need I say more?
Laura Vanni is a Spartan !daily Staff Writer.

lin.: K. Milner is a Spartan Daily Stall Writer.

gob

tickets for athletic events.
Can’t SJSU, if not the whole CSU system, actually do something to accommodate
domestic partners other than letting them
know they’re tolerated in the workplace and
in the classrooms?
Unconventional families are still human
beings who love, feel and care. They also see,
hear and breathe. The above are not luxuries
members of "traditional" families are
allowed to monopolize.
Their workplace owes them the courtesy
to continue to see, hear and breathe.

Women’s basketball deserves respect
Iwas appalled at the poor journalistic attempt illustrated by
Matt Romig in his piece
"Women’s Basketball needs to
get off the ground."
’the article, riddled with
faulty analogies, WAS not worth
the ink that was used to print it
The best basketball games
have seen in the last two years
have been during the womcn’s

NCAA tournament (and than
includes men’s professional has
kethalff
As a close friend told me
recently, the most poorly played
b-ball game he saw all year WAS a
Warriors/Clippers game (no, he
did not pay for it; someone gave
him the tickets).
*the stage of "women’s hoops"
does not rank behind boys high
school and pick up games.
Why must we compare men’s
and women’s basketball? Doesn’t
women’s basketball deserve a discussion based on its own merit?
I also believe the article’s limited opinion of what sports fans
want to see is misinformed.

...

The stage of ’women’s hoops’ does
not rank behind boys high school
and pick up games. Why must we
compare men’s and women’s
basketball? Doesn’t women’s
basketball deserve a discussion
based on its own merit?
There is more to the game of

basketball than the slam dunk.
That point reminds me of people who don’t like the game of
soccer because it isn’t high scoring or people who can’t appreciate the shutout in baseball/softball.
Some of us sports fans are
multi -dimensional people and
like all aspects of the game.
The shortsighted sexist comments about Jennifer Azzi were
also not appreciated.
People go to see Azzi play

AL-

_

otter to the Editor
because she is an incredibly gifted
athlete. While Nancy Lieberman Cline may not be a household
name. Azzi, Lobo or Swoopcs
may one day be.
These professional athletes are
indebted
to
women like
Lieberman -Cline, Cheryl Miller
and Ann Myers.
Dr. Teri Ann Bengiveno
College of Social Sciences
American Studies Program

....._
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Free hearing and language
clinic for students

p.m. in the Administration Building Room 2228.
Contact Leigh at ’724-6500

I he National Students Speech and Hearing

Check out the School of Art
and Design galleries

Association will host a bake sale Friday in front of
the Spartan Bookstore from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in support of better speech and hearing month. For more
information, contact Stacy White at 924-3680.
The hearing and language clinic is located in
Sweeney Hall Room115. Some of the services provided include free help for language or speech disorders, accent reduction, stuttering and hearing screenings for students. Students can contact the audiologist, Dr. June McCullough or the club advisor, Dr.
Jean Novak, for more information.

’the school of Art and Design is holding gallery
shows through May 2. Contact Sarah Puckitt, the
coordinator of student galleries at 924-4330.

Hear a reading of Voices of
Matatlan’
Dr. Randall C. Jimenez from the Mexican
American Studies Department, co-author of "Voices
of Matatlan," is having a reading and book signing
today in the Chicano library Resource Center in
Room 307 at 1:30 p.m. For additional details, call
924-2707.

Learn Filipino folk dances
The Akbayan Club is holding a workshop on
Pilipino folk dances today at 3 p.m. in the
Guadalupe Room in the Student Union. For more
information, call 534-1140.

Bend your ear at listening hour:
The World Repertory Ensemble will be joining
Baomi Butts-Bhanji for "The Listening Hour, today
at 12:30 p.m. to 1:15 p.m. in the School of Music
Concert Hall. The contact number is 924-4631.

"Nightlife" at Campus Crusade
for Christ
Every Thursday night at 8 p.m., the Campus
Crusade for Christ holds a "nightlife" event in the
Almaden Room in the Student Union. Contact
Eddie Zacapa at 923-2656 for more information.

Alpha Phi luncheon
Alpha Phi will hold a luncheon Sunday from
noon to 1:30 p.m. It will be held at 210 S. 10th St.
Call Jennifer at 291-0690 for more information.

Women can find support

Learn more about the information superhighway

’the Women’s Resource Center holds a women
support group every Thursday from 1:30 p.m. to 3

The Infinite Marketing Solutions Club will be
hosting an event on "Pontiac Online: Your Onramp
to the Information Superhighway." It will take place
today from 10 a.m. 10 2:30 p.m. in the Ninth Street
Plaza. Call Michael for more information at 9499987.

Free pizza and refreshments at
the Liberal Studies Society
The Liberal Studies Society is having free pizza
and refreshments for their members’ night. Also
scheduled is an informal discussion about the
upcoming liberal studies convocation and the fall
Semester. It will be held today in the Student Union
Guadalupe Room at 6 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. Call Amy
Deroboam at 559-7078 for more information.

Attend daily Mass
The Catholic Campus Ministry holds Mass from
12:05 p.m. to 12:30 p.m. in the John XXIII Center,
across from SJSU Theatre. Call Ginny at 938-1610
for more information.

Observe the Jovian atmosphere
’I he Department of Meteorology is holding a
meteorology seminar series. Dr. Alvin Sciff from the
NASA Ames Research Center will be speaking today
at noon in Duncan Hall Room 615. He will be
speaking on observations of the Jovian atmosphere
from the Galileo Jupiter Probe. Call 924-5200 for
more information.

Watch City of Angels’
The SJSU Theatre is having a play entitled the
"City of Angels," today at 7 p.m. at the University
Theatre. Contact the University Theatre box office
at 924-4555 for more information.

Take a dive
hr Scuba Club is having an upcoming dive
today at noon at SPX 77. Call Sonya at 924-7810 for
more details.

Cultural encounters discussion
The Spanish Club is having a discussion on cultural encounters in addition to free tutoring today
from 12:30 p.m. to 2 p.m. at the Council Chambers
in the Student Union. Call professor Matallana at
924-4612 for more details.

Be healthy
’t he Peer Health Education and American
Cancer Society is hosting the "Eat right nutrition
campaign" from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the Art Quad.
Call Amy Ambrozik, peer health educator, at 9246136 for more information.
Compiled by Ronda Studer
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

McVeigh attorney tries to portray star witness as liar
DENVER (AP) A woman who quickly disallowed,
testified that Timothy McVeigh conThrough his questions. Jones tugfided detailed plans to blow up the gestcd that Mrs. Fortier and her huswas
building
federal
Oklahoma City
band, Michael Fortier, only changed
portrayed today as a liar who only
her
save
to
friend
her
turned against
own skin.
Lori Fortier, the wife of one of
McVeigh’s Army buddies, initially
told the FBI she knew nothing about
the bombing. But she testified under
immunity Tuesday that McVeigh
told her months before of his plans to
blow up the federal building in retaliation for the government siege on the
Branch Davidian compound near
Waco, Texas.
"Mrs. Fortier, would you agree
with me that you either made false
. statements to the Federal Bureau of
Investigation ... or you’re making
Most iwins AU
false statements to this jury of
Gy-C) Medi-Cal Welcome
attorney
McVeigh
strangers?"
Di J
Airily Oploineitira
7, 0 Cann ire Dr Near Vallee Fair Mall
Stephen Jones asked during crossexamination. The question was
CALL

their stories after they learned codefendant Terry Nichols was arrested
and they feared they could be next.
"Within a few days after Mr.
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Mrs. Fortier acknowledged that
was true.
Michael Fortier has pleaded guilty
to lesser charges in exchange for his

testimony and could face up to 23
years in prison. Mrs. Fortier is testifying under immunity from prosecution.
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Nichols was charged, your husband
contacted the FBI and said the two of
you wished to change your statements?" Jones asked.
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Saturday May 3rd at 7:30PM
Santa Clara County Fairgrounds
344 Tully Road
San Jose, California
ADULTS
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FOR TICKET INFORMATION CALL (408) 988 -BASS OR (510) 762 -BASS
$3.00 OFF WITH STUDENT I.D. AT DOOR
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TAKE A 90 -MINUTE
REFRESHER COURSE.
U.S. Women’s Soccer Team vs. England.
Friday, May 9th, 7:30 p.m.
Spartan Stadium, San Jose.
Call (408)985 -GOAL for tickets.
Tickets are only $6 with a student I.D.
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San Jose turns to a

4"9ingetil

’City

movies."
The production offered several unusual
challenges for Scott and her cast and crew.
"This is one of the most technical and
demanding shows I’ve worked on in the 10
years I’ve been here," Scott said. The show
has almost 40 different scene changes.
There are sound effects, pre-recorded voice
ovcrs and authentic period costumes and
wigs.
Scenes within Stine’s "movie" present a
different set of problems. To differentiate
from the "real life" Hollywood, these
scenes have been designed in shades of
black, white and gray to give the illusion of
a black-and-white film and require special
costumes and lighting. Scott said.
According to Scott, the design of this
part of the production was inspired by the
film-noir style of filmmaking. Film-noir
was popular in the 1940s and was distinguished by heavy, dark shadows and odd
filming angles. Narration of the story by
the detective is also a trademark of this
style, Scott said.
And then there’s Bell’s shoe size.
PHOTOS BY DONA NICHOLS Spartan Daily According to Bell, costume designers are
to fit
Above: Coby Bell, left, and Julie Bryant rehearse a scene from the Tony-award winning mush never able to find shoes large enough
his size 18 feet, so he has had to wear his
cal "City of Angels" which ends May 10.
own shoes in every play in which he has
performed. "City of Angels" is no excepLeft: Patrick Klein plays two roles, Buddy/lrwin S . Irving in the "City of Angels" which opens tion.
tonight at the University Theatre.
The 32-member cast was gleaned from
not just the theatre and music departments,
By Kim Skolnick
but from throughout the university.
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
"I have a very strong cast," Scott said.
"My men are as strong as my women; my
the hooker is fabulous."
CCBootsie
women
are as strong as my men, which is
The story centers around Stine, a mysAt least, that’s the opinion of
not always the case."
tery novelist, who comes to Los Angeles to
’,NI music major Corey
Elizabeth Earnheart plays the dual roles
adapt one of his books as a screenplay and
Rs krode. Ile was describing the enthusiof Mallory and Avril. Mallory is a young
the personal and professional adversity he
asm and energy of one of his fellow "City
Hollywood starlet in the tradition of
struggles against.
of Angels" Cast members, Jackie Stewart, a
Lauren Recall in "To Have or Have Not,’"
Stine is played by Itickrode who
young actress excited about her first non Earnheart said.
ensemble role, According to Rickrode, these described his character as a talented writer
"She’s trying to work her way to the top
with roving eyes and roving hands. While
qualities are shared by everyone in the
Stine loves his wife, he struggles with fideli- by seducing every man in sight," Earnheart
show, opening Thursday at the University
said. "I’m supposed to be a little sex kitten.
ty because of deep-seated insecurities about
Theatre.
Characterwise, it’s the most challenging role
his own talent, Rickrode said. Stine com-This is an extremely talented cast,"
I’ve ever played." Unlike the sweet, innobats his fears in other ways.
Ric krode said. "The
"lie has an inability to say no, especially cent roles she has played in the past,
sparklc in their eyes is
Earnheart makes her first appearance on
if there’s money involved," Rickrode said.
amoing. It’s a radiance
stage wrapped in a bed sheet.
"lie’s attracted by money, hoping that
iliac you don’t always get
"In the first act that’s all you’ll see me
nmney will help take away some of the
iii the performing world."
in," Earnheart said. "My costumes are really
"City of Angels," being insecurity behind him "
As Stine writes his film script, the scenes minimal. Anyone familiar with the play will
i’resented by the SJSU
theatre arts department, is come to life on stage, creating a play within know that Mallory is usually done naked.
It’s not your typical musical where everyone
a play. Most of the actors play two roles,
.1 -rimy-award-winning
sings and dances, and the boy and girl fall
mils], al set in los Angeles one in real life Hollywood and another in
in love. That’s one of the things that makes
Stine’s film. Stine’s counterpart in the film
the I 940’s featuring a
it really successful."
is Stone, a hard-boiled gumshoe with a
lthick-and-white murder
"This is going to be an experience I
strong sense of morality played by Coby
mystery, a double storyremember no matter what happens to me,"
line and a girl clad only in Bell, a radio, television and film major.
Rickrode said. "From beginning to end, it’s
"Stone is what Stine wants to be,"
.1 sheet.
been a ball."
Rickrode said. "Stone is what Stine wishes
"It’s a slick Ilollywood
"City of Angels" will be performed at
he was."
detective musical with a
the University Theatre at 7 p.m. Thursday
Bell found recreating the acting style of
,cxy, jazzy score,"
through Saturday and May 8 through May
the 1940s a challenge.
I I, rector Janie Scott said.
10. There will also be a performance at I
"Your natural instinct is to
p.m. Wednesday, May 7. Tickets are $15
say lines a certain way. but you
for general admission and $8 for students.
can’t do that," Bell said. "I have
to Lilk the way they did in 1940s
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performed at its CD release party Sunday at the Cactus
Club. Band members include Christopher Ely, left, Reza Asian, Jay Patterson,
easier task than the second album.
guitar since fourth or fifth grade.
Each member went separately into the
It took three to four months to
studio to record his parts as conflictcome up with a name for the band.
ing work schedules caused problems.
Asian discovered the name Pike after
"It was the absolute worse way to
he read a Ted Hughes poem about
record an album," Asian said. "If the
fishing for pike. The name stuck
when they couldn’t come up with any studio WAS close by, we could have
done it in one to two weeks. We had a
other name before their first show.
private album release party at the
They recorded their first album,
Agenda with 110 people showing up.
"Crawling Between Earth and
Heaven," at the request of their friends. Since that time, it’s been selling like
crazy, which is nice since we’re in debt.
"We didn’t have a whole lot of
money," Patterson said. "We weren’t We’re really shocked at the sell out."
Pike is trying to put together a
serious about it; we just thought
short tour for the new album "Spoon!"
we’d throw some stuff together so
scheduled for the end of May.
that people can buy it and take it
Meanwhile, the band members
home. We thought maybe we would
have to hold down jobs as well as
make some money off it, which
devoting 100 percent of their efforts
never happened. We’re still paying
to the band. Asian is a substitute
the debt incurred. I mean I’m still
sociology and religion high school
paying for the guitar that I bought
teacher while Patterson works full
three years ago."
Recording the first album, which is time for a law firm. Price has lost a
few jobs as a result of the time he
only available on cassette, proved an
Local band Mks

PHOTO BY JENNA BRENNISON Spartan Daily
and Steve Price on the drums. Watershed off of the new CD Spoon! can be
heard on KSJS.
the sound of bands like the Red Hot
took off touring with the band. He
Chili Peppers. Aslan is influenced by
now works as assistant manager for
’Fag Rags. Ely is an assistant manag- Toad the Wet Sprocket, which is a
mellow, acoustic rock band that uses
er at another clothing store and a
melodic vocals.
student at West Valley.
"The difference between us and
"Music is my main thing," Ely
said. "I want to do music for the rest other local bands is that we treat this
more like a business than anything
of my life. but I want to be an eduelse," Asian said. "We have a great
cated musician."
time but that’s not why we’re doing
The band has had its share of
this. We want to make sure that as
hardships. One was having to fire
many people as humanly possible
their orginal manager. whom Asian
can hear our music. In order to do
replaced.
that, you need to sacrifice yourself."
"When we finally decided to get
"We have an agenda. If we’re not
rid of the former manager, it was
signed by this summer, we’ll break
like we all had something to unite
against and it really drew us together up," Price said. "We’ve been in a
band for three years, but there are
as band members as well as friends,"
other things we want to do with our
Patterson said.
lives. If we don’t get to the point
What gives Pike its own unique
sound, according to Asian. is the dif- where this venture provides enough
money to allow us to quit working
ferent music backgrounds of each
and make a living, then it’s time to
member. Patterson’s background is
move on."
Ill blues while Ely and Price enjoy

Ellen gets ’Jitters’ star hitched
BEVERLY 1111.1.5, Calif. (Al’)
days after wrapping a movie
about A WOIllall who gets cold feet
before her wedding, Joely Fisher
walked down the aisle in real life.
In this case, however, life did not
111111/11C art. The green-eyed, redhaired beauty tied the knot without
any hesitation.
"I think I was probably working
it all out vicariously through this
character so that when I got home. I
had already done my crying and
fighting and screaming and laughing," she said.
Fisher plays a dentist with a
newly established practice who’s
Ten

at raid she’ll use her identity il she

then 1 left knowing dim it %As All

marries her veterinarian boyfriend
(Brian Wimmer) in "Jitters," airing
at 9 p.m. EDT Monday on Lifetime.
Fisher, 29, filmed the cable ’IN
movie in Vancouver for a month
before returning here for her own
New Year’s Eve wedding to cinematographer Christopher Duddy.
"It probably was the best thing
for my wedding to leave town,"
Fisher said, sitting cross-legged on a
couch in her publicist’s office, her
jeans accessorizcd by an eye-popping
4-karat platinum wedding ring.
"I had planned everything for
months and months," she said, "but

taken care of and when I Came h011le
I could just make final decisions and
stuff like that."
She has "Ellen" star Ellen
DeGeneres to thank for making it
happen. DeGenercs was working
with Duddy at a llollywood studio
doing a film project for Epcot

CIPIEBAR
A drinking person’s gar!
Where Fraternities
& Sororities meet!
No drugs and Fighting!

("enter back in October 1995 when
she nagged Fisher for a week to visit
her.
"Finally on Friday, I said OK,"
Fisher recalled. "I walked in, he was
up on the crane and I WAS like ’Who
is that? Who’s on the crane. 1 need
to know morc about that fellow.’ 1
was like ’Wow.’ "
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things just go together:
Some
Bogie and Racal!, Tracey and
I lepburn, Lucy and Ethel. and
now surprisingly. Kudrow and
Sorvino.
In "Romy and Michele’s High
School Reunion," Lisa Kudrow of
NBC’s hit simova "Friends," unites
with Mira Sorvino, the 1996 Best
Supporting Actress for Woody
Allen’s "Mighty Aphrodite," to produce a wonderful variation on an
otherwise fluffy comedy.
In keeping with the grand tradition in tiollywo(xl, "Romy and
Michele’s High School Reunion," is
Touchstone Pictures’ attempt to capitalize on wacky, superficial humor
that tends to sell. Take Paramount
Pictures 1995 hit "Clueless," starring
Alicia Silverstone. This cult sensation
was such a box office smash that it
managed to not only put the up-andcoming Silverstone on Tinseltown’s
map, but also spawned a television
spin off for its writer/director, Amy
Heckerling. "Romy and Michele’s
High School Reunion," which is very
much a take on this trendy brand of
humor, should spell success at the
box office for Hollywood executives.
Based on executive producer
Robin Schiff’s stage play, "The
Ladies Room," Romy (Mira
Sorvino) and Michele (Lisa
Kudrow) embark on a comical journey to their 10-year high school
reunion. But, upon reviewing their
rather unproductive lives. Romy
and Michele decide to reinvent
themselves by pretending to be
wealthy, successful executives, in
order to impress their former school
chums. The scam begins to develop
perfectly, until Heather Mooney,
played by the hilarious Jancane
Garofalo from "Reality Bites" and
"The Truth About Cats and Dogs,"
shows up as the wrinkle in their
highly fashionable ensembles.

Stylish Blend of Pineapple & Orange Juice, Strawberries & Bananas

Flashbacks of the 50’s, 60’s & 70’s
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Kudrow,
Sorvino
next big
couple

’Fierce’ band releases album
Jose’s local band Pike,
San
named after a fish known for its
fierceness, hopes to emerge on
top of the music industry.
Riding the local-act wave, along
with such bands as Squeeze the Dog,
Salmon and GRITS. and aiming
to be as well known as Green Day
and Counting Crows, Pike recently
released its second album, "Spoon!"
It took six months to record the
album and the group performed an
I I -song set at the Cactus Club last
Sunday to celebrate the release. The
group is pushing for a show at the
Edge by June.
’Fhis melody-based pop/rock
band has been touring California
since the release of its debut ninesong album, titled "Crawling
Between Earth and Heaven, in 1995.
Heaven was recorded in 60 hours
after the first two months of the
band’s existence.
"It was bad, but for some reason,
people loved it. And that freaked us
out," said RCZA Asian, the lead
singer. "We thought our friends
would buy it out of pity."
The band consists of four members: drummer Steve Price, 22, bassist
Christopher Ely, 20, guitarist Jay
Patterson, 22, and vocalist and guitarist Asian, 25. Aslan also serves as
business manager and Russell Cotten
is the road manager. The group
formed three and a half years ago.
"Jay, Steve, Russ and me (I) went
to the same church and we used to
do music for this college worship
band," Asian said. "We’re doing
these worship songs for a year and
we were going insane. So one day, I
just brought in a song that I wrote
and was like ’Why don’t we do this
instead?’ So we did that and everybody loved it."
The orginal bass player did not
work ()tit, so they found Ely who
played with them for two to three
months before he officially joined
the band.
Some of the band members come
from musical families. Patterson’s
father is a band director and
Patterson himself had been playing

1
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Tsai
condnuad from page 1
Not everyone in the crowd was as
menacing as Tsai thought. To keep
him Warm, a woman retrieved bed
sheets from her home in which to
wrap him. Others tried calling 9-I 1.
The police refused to come.
Even though it meant putting
their lives in jeopardy, neighborhood
residents decided to drive him to the
nearest hospital. When they arrived at
the hospital, there were no doctors
rushing to whisk him away to the
emergency room.
Ile, like all the others who had
been pouring in for hours, had taken
a number. Being at least 50th in line,
it was 411 hour before he was seen by a
doctor. A surgeon removed the bullet,
but his back, he said, bothered him
for at least two years after the shooting
Although Tsai was interviewed by

the L.A. Police Department, the
shooters were never found. He doubts
they ever will be caught.
Tsai said he doesn’t think he was
attacked because he’s Asian. He said it
was open season on anyone who
passed by in a car.
"They were pretty much shooting
at everyone," Tsai said. "I just happened to be there."
Ile said what happened didn’t
change the way he thought of blacks.
He was, however, upset at how people
specifically masked gang members
went on talk shows and justified
what they had done during the riots.
They said the riots happened because
blacks had no chance and no opportunities in South Central, and they
were fed up.
"As a person who was a victim of
the riots," Tsai said, "I felt that was
such an irresponsible statement."
Looking for a new environment,

he left lAis Angeles for San Jose, but
the memories of that night are still
with him.
"I talk about it," he said. "It doesn’t influence my life, though. life has
to go on."
When he came home from die
hospital, his friends told him they
hated and feared black people. He
said you can’t let hatred or wounds
make you bitter.
"If (the riot) did anything," he
said, "it was widen the gap of racism."
He tells his friends that individuals
attacked him, not the entire black
race. He says it was black people as
well who risked their lives to save his.
Three weeks after the shooting, he
formally met those people.
"I thanked them," he said. "I asked
them why they would risk their lives
(to saves stranger)."
Their response: It needed to be
done.

TruGreen o ChemLawn
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is now hiring!!
IF YOU ARE AT LEAST 21 YEARS OF AGE
HAVE ACCESS TO A VEHICLE
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TruGreen ,Chemlawn a Division of ServicMaster is a
leader among Fortune 500 companies
YOU WILL FIND:
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Great benefits pkg for full time employees
401k/Share purchase plans
paid training
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HOURS, FLEXIBLE
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Leaders take action

Government needs to change focus, activists say
By Aaron Williams
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

She says the problem of South
Central Los Angeles are two fold.
First, there is no capital investmnet
in the community, second, the crime
needs to be seriously addressed.
"The only real solution to crime is
through education," community
activist Robin Cannon said.
"Education and jobs, jobs, jobs."
Cannon said what happened during the 1965 Watts Riots was responsible for the civil unrest of 1992.
"All of the community planning
and community revision reports that
came out of Watts (riots of 1965) said
there was the need for decent education, adequate housing and better
jobs," she said. "But nobody threw
any money behind those community
plans."
Cannon and her friend Charlotte
Bullock decided that they were tired
of waiting for the bureaucrats to fix
the problems of their community.
They formed a group called
Concerned Citizen of South Central
I.os Angeles in 1985. Concerned
Citizens raises funds on their own
through private donation and corporate loans and have been able to build
two apartment complexes in South
Central.
Cannon points out, however, that

PHOTO or ARM CRABS Spartan Daily
South Central resident Robin Cannon speaks out about the problems facing
her community at a town meeting at the First AME Church in Los Angeles.
all of the affordable housing in the needs to help by changing its locus
world won’t necessarily bring invest- from the problems to the solutions.
They see investment in education, not
ment into a community.
Bullock said they decided to take prisons, and local, rather than foreign,
action on their own because they felt business as a way to really rebuild LOS
the govenrmcn tal organizations Angeles.
One of the many groups the two
weren’t doing enough.
"The problems that exist are a con- are involved in, Mothers of East L.A.,
dition of social problems (in South hepls children of all ethnic backCentral)," Bullock said. "The (same grounds become better educated.
"People ask me why! live here and
problems of 1992) still exist today."
Both ladies said the government I tell them because of the diversity,"
she said. "I’ve lived in South Central
all of my life and I remember going to
mrarermare
schol with Chinese children and
Latino children and getting along and
An
Open To Helping
having realtionships positive relaCouple Bring A Child
tionships with everyone. ’Ihat s
what I love about where I live, people
Into This World?
of different backgrounds coming
Families of all backgrounds and
together and realizing their similarities
nationalities need your help
not their differences."
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L.A. churches unite in crisis
By Genoa Barrow
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The verdicts were in and South Central was
burning.
One firefighter had already been killed and
dispatch refused to send others to the area.
Enter the First African Methodist Episcopal
Church of Los Angeles.
"It wasn’t until 10, II that evening that we
went back outside and knew what was happening in the streets," said First AME Rev.
Leonard Jackson.
Church and civic leaders AS well as various
media had gathered at First AME to await the
verdict in the Rodney King beating trial. Once
the four officers were found innocent, those
gathered began to voice their disbelief and
anguish. They also spoke against using violence as a solution. They had no idea that the
outrage had already engulfed parts of the city
and had made its way to their front door.
"The flames were right across the street
From the church," Jackson said.
He said fire engines were sent to the area
only after church members guaranteed the
safety of those manning the trucks. A human
barrier was formed along Adams, Western and
La Salle streets to allow the fires to be extinguished.
The First AME Church had already placed
congregation members at 20 locations
throughout the South Central area to suppress
problems if they arose. These men were called
and advised to follow their example.
Rising from the ashes
Five years have passed since the Los Angeles
riots and local religious groups such as First
African Methodist Episcopal Church, Young
Nak Presbyterian Church of Los Angeles and
the African American Korean American
Christian Alliance are still on the from lines.
FAME Renaissance, First AME church’s
outreach program, is designed to empower the
African American community and South
Central as a whole. Executive Director Mark
Whitchlock said this is done through services
for job creation, career advancentent and business development.
"We bring light to those who have been its
the shadows," Whitchlock said.
The unrest of 1992 gave birth to FAME
Renaissance, which means rebirth.
"One situation led to another," Jackson
said. A crowd, mainly families whose 110IlleS
had been destroyed, was gathering in an alley
near the church. Jackson said the church
decided to take in the displaced families. The

tisedia Were already thew and began to inter
view these people. As the news stories aired,
And other supplies
f food.
donations 0.money
began pouring in to the church. FAME
Renaissance WAS born.
The Revolving Loan Program is one of the
church’s main services. It was started,
Whitchlock said, to give people in the community a chance to own and operate their own
businesses.
Vivian Shaw’s Flair Palace and Weave
Institute, located on Crenshaw Avenue, was
able to expand thanks to the loan program.
The flair Palace and Weave !Infinite is now a
two-story facility.
While the salon was physically untouched
by die riots, it wasn’t totally unaffected. Shaw
said she lost customers and money
because people were scared to come into the
South Central neighborhood after the riots.

Looking for ways to improve her shop and
therefore bring in more customers back, she
applied for and received financial assistance
from First AME in 1993.
Whitchlock said 75 loans totaling nearly $2
million have been given out. These businesses,
some recouping from the riots, created 250
jobs.
The program has received hefty donations
from several corporations. Whitchlock said
Walt Disney Corp. gave FAME Renaissance
$I million. T.J. Baptie, Disney’s vice president
of corporate relations, said employees took up
a collection and the corporation matched it.
Baptie said employees wanted to do something
to help people recoup what they lost in the
riots.
Other contributors include Warner Bros.,
ARCO Oil and Paramount Pictures.
FAME Renaissance reaches beyond the

South Central area. The Water Conservation
Program distributes free low-flush toilets to
Los Angeles residents. The benefits are threefold: the city gives the church $25 for every
toilet it installs, the city saves millions in water
costs and it provides steady work. Whitchlock
said the program employs people that others
consider hopeless such as ex-convicts and gang
members.
"We knew they were assets, not liabilities,"
he said. "We speak to these brothers and
retrain them on another way of life,"
Whitchlock said.

Los Angeles learned the same lesson a bit earlier. The church is active in the African
American Korean American Christian
Alliance, a group of clew from both groups.
The alliance was formed in November
1991, five months before the riots, to improve
relations between Koreans and African
Americans in Los Angeles, said coordinator
Chin Chang Sung. The Young Nak
Presbyterian Church of Los Angeles has a congregation of 6,000 first- and second-generation Koreans.
The collaborative was kicked off by a prayer
meeting at Los Angeles City Hall. Song, also a
After the smoke cleared
Young Nak Presbyterian elder, said 3,000
white, black, Korean and Latino Christians
Jackson said the events following the joined hands to affirm the commitment to
Rodney King beating trial taught him that bridging the African American and Korean
people can come together in times of crisis.
communities.
The Young Nak Presbyterian Church of
"The purpose of the alliance is to create an
awareness that we’re one community," said
Young Nak Presbyterian Rev. Jim Bob Park.
Song agreed.
"Because of the tensions between blacks
and Korean store owners, we thought it would
be a good idea to organize something."
Park said the churches participating in the
African American Korean American Alliance
have pulpit exchanges that allow pastors from
African American churches to preach at
Korean churches and vice versa. Among the
African American Korean American Christian
Alliance’s projects is a computer learning center that opened Sunday in South Central. The
center will expose neighborhood youth to
computer technology.
Rev. Billy Song, also of Young Nak
Presbyterian, said the church started a social
concerns committee last year to address community concerns, many of which arose during
the riots.
Jackson said there’s nothing in the Bible
that can prepare a pastor for something like the
riots.
"We had not planned for the worst scenario," Jackson said. "There was no way possible that the verdict would be anything other
than guilty. When the first verdict is read, you
think, ’Oh wow,’ when the next one is read
you think, ’Oh my God’ and then it’s, ’I can’t
believe this.’"
Jackson said if he, a man of God, was
angry, he could imagine the rage that people
were feeling in the streets.
Jackson said what was going on reduced fellow First AME pastor Cecil Murray to tears,
PHOTO BY ARIC CRABS Spartan Daily lie said even though he and others in the
Vivian Swan, the owner of Vivian’s Hair Palace and Weave Institute, was helped by the First African Methodist Episcopal Church of Los Angeles
church were emotional, they had to maintain
their composure.
to expand her store after the L.A riots in 1992. The church’s Revolving Loan Program has given out 75 loans totaling nearly $2 million.
"The eyes of the world were upon us."

Relations
certain social pressure’s that weren’t reetilied its 1965
(the Watts riots) and if we don’t act on the problems
that exist today I fear that in 25 years we might be hack
where we are today."
An attempt at peace

Students from
Southgate High
School have fun
with an interactive display that
discusses
stereotypes at
the Museum of
Tolerance in Los
Angeles.
PHOTO BY
ARIC CRABS
Spartan Daily

Museum teaches tolerance
By Aaron Williams
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Historians
LOS ANGELES
have made the claim that those who
Fail to learn from the mistakes of the
past are damned to repeat them.
Prejudice, intolerance and hatred
have all played their hands in both the
past and recent future. The genocide
of Nazi Germany is being repeated in
Bosnia and 1965 Watts Rebellion is
similar to what happened during the
civil unrest in South Central Los
Angeles.
’I he Tolerance MIISCUM in the
Simon Wicsenthal Center is a living
document of the atrocities of
mankind. "Understanding the L.A.
Riots," an exhibit within the museum,
explores what happened in South
Central from the Rodney King beating. to the acquittal of the police offfi
cers. to the riots that ensued using
video footage.
The entrance of the Tolerancenter
one that says
has two doors
"unprejudiced" and one that says
"prejudice." Visitors try to open the
"unprejudiced" one, but it’s locked,
forcing them to go in through the
"prejudice" door.
An interactive display of the 1992
Los Angeles riots waits inside.
Twelve video screens, set tip in the
center of the room, show continuous
footage of the riots. Images that are
ingrained in the mind of the public

the King beating, the city in flames,
police officers standing by idly while
looters grab merchandise, and Korean
store owners firing machine guns into
the crowd are shown between questions that analyze the factors behind
the riots.
The screens pose questions about
responsibility of the riots, what factors
contributed to the riots as well as personal information for further surveying.
"I remember sitting on top of a
house near LAX (Los Angeles airport
to the west of the riots area) and seeing
smoke billowing tip everywhere. It
looked like a war zone’: says Dave
Moses, A student at CSU, Dominguez
I fills, as he watches the police beating
Rodney King.
Seeing the exhibit brought the tension and uneasiness lie felt around the
time of the riots back to him.
Normally he isn’t nervous about
living in Los Angeles but since the
riots, "There are just some places it’s
tough to be white in," he said.
Sadly, not everyone passing
through the exhibit had a sense of
remorse and shock concerning the
riots.
"I believe there was an overreaction
to the (King) verdict," Lillian
Rudwnis says, while watching people
looting stores on the screen. ’(People
were reacting) to a man who WAS a
known felon. There was another man
in the car who didn’t make a fuss."

She said that while she WAS saddened by the loss of life she couldn’t
understand why the African American
community became so volatile.
Melissa Cochran, a sixth grade
teacher its Whittier, said she has visited the exhibit several times and each
time she is astounded by the sheer brutality of the videos.
"I remember watching it on TV
(when it happened) and I was amazed
that no one came to (Reginald)
Denny’s rescue. Seeing the same video
(here at the museum) still fills me with
horror," she said.
Cochran teaches a multi -ethnic
class said understands the importance
for different races to be exposed to
each other.
"I teach several different races and
parents voice their concerns about
teaching (from different cultures) but
I think that is just fear of the
unknown," she said. "Once the parents see how much it enriches (the
children), they are all for it."
In the Tolerancenter are other
exhibits like the "Pop-up Heads," and
the "Whisper Gallery."
The heads are a racially mixed set
of figures that pop up randomly showing different types of races. The
"Whisper Gallery" is a 15-foot winding tunnel that visitors walk through
and hear racial slurs and sexual phrases. The purpose is to help people recognize their own real and possible
prejudices.

One attempt to soothe the ill feeling of the past is
through the African American Korean American
Christian Alliance (AAKACA). Chin Chang Song, coordinator of AAKACA and elder pastor of Young Nak
Presbyterian Church of Los Angeles said communication is the first step to peace and a better understanding
of each other.
"Refine the L.A. riots there was no contact between
Korean Americans and African Americans," Song said.
"’Hwy did their job and we did our job. Since the riots,
we have a lot of contact."
Now the two groups that were portrayed AS elleMies
by the media during the riots interact between the racial
lines. Social groups, churches, grocery and liquor store
owners all have dialogue with one another.
The AAKACA promotes positive relations by giving
scholarships to inner-city youth and each group is invited to participate in the other’s events. This year, the
Korean community marched in the Martin Luther King
Jr. parade. As for the long term relations, Song can’t say.
"I don’t know (what the ()meiotic will be), but awn.
is more interaction," he said.
A recipe for disaster
um, Wakabayashi, executive director for the Los
Angeles County Commission for fluman Relations said
the high crime rate, interracial conflict, little job opportunity and a racially diverse population concentration
As A recipe for disaster in 1992.
"The reason for the riots (of 1992) were purely economic. Rodney King was merely a trigger," he said.
lie said it was not odd that the African American
community lashed out at its Korean counterpart.
"The black community saw the Korean (grocers)
coming into their neighborhoods gouging them and not
giving back to the community," he said. "Immigrants
tend to be more vulnerable to problems in the community because of the way they (immigrants) are perceived."
Wakahayashi sees the real possibility that the riots
will happen again because of A demographic shift in
immigrant population. I he said the Korean merchants
who were horned out in the riots have moved out and
now a heavy Latino population has moved in.
"The (immigrants) first in or last out are usually targets of hatred," he said. "It’s not quite Bosnia but tensions are definitely on edge."
Wakabayashi said he has dealt with five murders in
South Central in the past month, one of them involving
a 13-year-old Latino who killed An !1 -year -old African
American boy for, "making inappropriate racial slurs."
"I don’t want to seem like a pessimist though," lie
said.
A change is needed
Joe Hicks, director of the MultiCultural
Collaborative (MCC), said things aren’t si hopeless as

Wakabayashi or the media portray them to be.
MCC is a privately funded organization which seeks
to build positive relationships within the community. It
is an "organization of organizations," said Hicks, with
15 community groups doing outreach work in conjunction.
"We advocate against ethnocentric behavior. We
don’t want to reach a point where people just tolerate
each other," he said. "Poor white folks, blacks, Asians,
Latinos and Gays and Lesbians need to realize their
interest are all linked."
Flicks and his co-worker, Gary Phillips, aren’t walking around with rose-colored glasses when it comes to
the racial problems.
"We don’t quite have as grim an outlook (as
Wakabayashi)," Hicks said. I wouldn’t say things are
hopeless or are getting worse. That’s the good news, the
bad news is that things aren’t getting better. They’ve stabilized in A funky kind of way."
Ed Park, a professor of Sociology at the University of
Southern California, said people need to keep communication channels open us, defuse potentially dangerous
situations.
"There is a tendency (by the media) to see Los
Angeles as A hopeless situation, a crisis ready to explode,"
Park said. "Most people live their lives (in Los Angeles)
without any major incident."
But Park does see why people tend to see the city as
hopeless, "with the profound inequality in economics
and social status, it’s a wonder that the city doesn’t
explode," Ile said.
lit’ said focusing on the negative isn’t productive.
"We need to Ask the broader question of, ’What
keeps us from getting along’."
. Park said. "If we don’t
start addressing those needs, we can just look to 1992 to
find out what the Lost will be."
Park said one of the main concerns is the real need for
living-wage jobs. Fie said the poverty rate is a major issue
ffir South Central. lie said about 20 percent of Koreans,
50 percent of South East Asians, 34 percent of Latinos
and 33 percent of African Americans fall below the
poverty line.
Mary Brancaccio, a freelance journalist who does
radio work for a public radio program in Los Angeles,
Marketplace, agrees the problem in South Central is the
lack of viable economic opportunities.
"’Die problems in South Central are caused by the
white community not wanting to invest (in the area),"
said Braneaccio, a white woman who lives in the riot affected arcs. "Until the niedia and the white comMUnity stop demonizing and criminalizing the economically
disadvantaged, then there will never be solutions (to race
relations)."
Maria Gutierrez, of KMEX TV in Los Angeles, said
people need to remember the horrific images of the riots.
They need to realize What (All happen if they don’t work
together.
"I know I don’t WAIII tO see what happened in 1992
happen again in 25 years. I don’t ever want to see something like that ever again," she said, adding that there is
A saying in the LAMIO eottimunity, "Ya VASIA" (that’s
enough) that needs to be heeded by everyone.
"We need to be culturally sensitive," she said. "We all
have to live together, the future of the city lies within the
(difTerent ethnic) groups."
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Giants’ announcer returns home
By Aaron Williams

Spartan Daily Staff Writer

John Miller, San
Francisco Giants’
new play-by-play
announcer John
Miller, talks to
members of the
media before a
game last month.
Rick Kwan of KPIX
channel 5 takes
notes in the
background.
PHOTOS BY
BRANDON GARCIA
Spartan Daily
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I le is a throwback to the golden
age of radio.
He is an announcer in the style of
Baseball Hall of Famers such as Red
Barber, Mel Allen and Russ Hodges,
and the San Francisco Giants have
him.
Bay Ares native Jon Miller has
returned home to be the voice of the
Giants after spending the past 14
years in Baltimore, broadcasting
Orioles’ games.
When Orioles’ owner Peter
Angelos failed to offer Miller a contract after his expired in Baltimore
last season, the Giants signed him to
a three-year deal worth close to 85
million. He will work approximately
115 games on the Giants flagship
radio station KNBR, along with several games on KTVU Channel 2. He
will continue doing Sunday night
baseball on ESPN.
Miller, a lifelong Giants fan, said
returning home to do Giants games
was a dream, sort of.
"This would have been my alltime dream job when I was 10,"
Miller said. "So I guess it’s a dream
job, in so far as, a 45-year-old still
trying to accomplish things he wanted when he was 10."
Miller recalls wanting to drive an
ice cream truck when he was 8, be a
street -sweeper or a milkman when he
was 9 and be a baseball broadcaster
when he turned 10.
But before he could finish his sentence, his broadcast partner Lon
Simmons quipped, "It’s too bad you
couldn’t have accomplished any of
those things."
Simmons, a Bay Area broadcasting icon, who teamed with Russ
Hodges for years in the broadcast
booth said, "He (Miller) really pisses
me off because he makes this seem so
easy. Seriously though, I like Jon
because he’s able to maintain the
integrity of the game and incorporate
1,itimor into the broadcast without
taking away from the game (broadcast).
’Hie way Miller calls a game can
best be described as "word pictures."
lie said he got his style from growing
up listening to Simmons and
!lodges. lie told a story of how when
he was young he would actually be
able to see Willie Mays racing back to
snare a ball at the fence through the
call of Simmons and Hodges.
"They always gave a great description of the game, and they made it
fun, because that’s what it is supposed to be, fun," he said.
Miller did his homework, often
sitting in the bleachers at Candlestick
or the Oakland Coliseum, where he
would "broadcast" the game into a
tape recorder. His mother recently
gave him a tape of a Giants game he
did in 1970. It amazed him how had
it was.
Since then, Miller has crafted his
announcing into an art, lie was 22
when he was signed to do games for
the Oakland A’s in 1974 with another Bay Area legend, Monty Moore.
He was fired after the season. He
spent the next four years doing USF
basketball games and one season of
San Jose Earthquakes soccer.
Miller then landed the Texas
Rangers job, with the help of Moore
again, where he stayed until 1982,
when he took the Orioles job.
Miller had big shoes to fill in San
Francisco, as he replaced retiring fanfavorite I lank Greenwald. lie said he
liked what Greenwald did because he
also not only made die game fun but
gave an honest account of what was
really happening.
Although a Giants fan himself,
Miller said he tries not to let being a
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Miller
continued from panel

place to watch a game, but it was a
real boom for the city," he said.
fan bias his style.
He sees the same future for San
"You need to know who your Francisco and PacBell Park.
audience is," he said, adding that just
"Candlestick is an island: you
because you’re talking to Giants fans drive in, see the game and leave. It has
shouldn’t preclude you from telling nothing to do with San Francisco,"
the truth.
he said. "You add an inner-city ball"Whether the team’s doing good park to one of the greatest cities in the
or not, you need to tell the truth, oth- world and it’s exciting, all of the poserwise your a homer," he said. "A sibilities."
homer glosses over the truth."
One possibility he does not find
He said unless you are honest you exciting is inter-league play. Teams
do not only the fans but the radio stafrom the National and
tion or television station
American leagues are
a disservice.
playing each other this
"When the fans
season for the first time
know you’re telling the
in regular-season basetruth, then you can
ball history.
actually be of some use
"It will be nice for
to them," he said.
the Giants this year,
Miller said he loves
only because they get
the broadcast team of
(to play Seattle with)
Ted Robinson, Mike
Griffey. You get the
Krukow and Duane
Griffey vs. Bonds
Kuiper the Giants have
thing, you get the
assembled.
Oakland
Giants
Broadcasting
the
thing and Will Clark
Giants adds a special
to
returns
treat for Miller, who has
Candlestick," Miller
a chance to watch who
"But ultimately,
Jon Miller, said.
he considers to be the
they’re not rivals with
best all-around player in
Giants announcer any of these teams. It’s
the game today, Barry
a novelty and the
Bonds.
teams they have (established) rivalries
"Other players like (Frank) with, they play less, especially the
Thomas, (Albert) Belle, and Junior Dodgers. It’s kind of backwards.
(Ken Griffey Jr.) may have more They keep saying the inter-league
power, but nobody .puts the whole thing is an experiment and let’s hope
package together like Barry," he said, they mean it."
adding that it’s going to be interesting
Despite his disdain for interto see how long Bonds can keep league play, Miller said he thinks the
putting up amazing scats. "If he stays wounds that baseball inflicted on the
healthy he’s got a chance to be not fans have healed.
only a 500 home run man but maybe
"There was still bad blood and bad
a 600 home run man."
feelings before last season," Miller
lie thinks Bonds, despite his often said. "Last season, all we had was a
volatile relationship with the media, season, yet baseball had it’s secondhas a chance to be considered as good highest attendance mark ever. That
as his Godfather, Willie Mays, whom shows me what a tremendous followMiller considers the greatest player ing baseball has even though they did
ever.
everything they could to screw that
"Perhaps if I had grown up in up, a huge number came out."
Milwaukee or Atlanta, I would have
With the five year labor agreement
said Hank Aaron," he said.
in place, he sees nothing but positive
Having spent his childhood at the things for baseball.
cold, windblown Candlestick Park,
As far as Miller is concerned, he
Miller said he’s looking forward to loves his job and couldn’t think of
the opening of PacBell Park, sched- anything he’d rather do. But when he
uled for 2000. He was also in does retire from broadcasting his next
Baltimore for the opening of Camden ideal job would to be a towel boy by
Yards.
a pool somewhere in I lawaii.
"Camden Yards is not only a great

"Whether the
team’s doing
good or not,
you need to
tell the truth,
otherwise
your a
homer"
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John Miller, left, interviews Giants’ manager Dusty Baker before a KNBR
broadcast last month. Miller recently signed a three-year deal with the Giants.
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continued from page 1
toroto proves [tut the public is interested in improving campaign ethics.
"Very seldom does a group of individuals who are not paid pull together to get something done." Wilson
said.
A draft of the recommendations
for procedures, sanctions and encouragements was presented at the forum.
The forum was also open for public
comment.
The draft that politicians would
pledge covers honest practices of the
use of campaign funds and an agreement not to engage in campaigning
centered around personal issues.
*Ferry Christensen, Chair of the
Political Science Department at San
Jose State University, is involved in
the ECP as Chair of the Logistics
Committee.
(Iristensen was introduced to the
project by Santa Clara County
Democratic Party Chair, Steve
Preminger.
"I stuck with it, partly because
negative campaigning is a major concern of mine," Christensen said. "In
sorne political races, it comes down to
which scum bag are you going to vote
for?’
Otristensen has worked on both
sides of negative campaigns, and feels

Santos-Killins’ recommendation
that negative campaign practices contribute to San Jose’s low voter to the forum was that a higher level of
voter education was needed.
turnout.
"Voters need to know how to
"Ethics is something we should
comprehend what
talk about more in
they are reading and
our classes at SJSU,"
understand it," she
Christensen said.
said.
Christensen said "I don’t think
Santos-Killins also
that while many we can solve
said that there should
classes do cover ethibe a training certificacal issues, more the problem,
tion for political concould be done.
sultants that discour"I don’t think we but if we can
ages negative camcan solve the probit
it,
mitigate
paigning.
lem," Christensen
"Currently, all you
said, "but if we can will help the
have to do to be a
mitigate it, it will
political consultant is
help the issue."
issue."
be a good talker and
Consuelo Santoshave a business card,"
Killins, an SJSU
writing instructor, is
Terry Christensen, Santos-Killins said.
involved in the Political Science chair "The political consultant makes a life-long
forum as a self-procareer out of this, so
claimed volunteer
political activist, and feels that SJSU’s they have to win elections to get hired
again."
participation is significant.
Santos-Killin added that this often
"We as a school are involved in
improving the San Jose political com- makes for a lack of ethical behavior.
Marketing Director of SJSU
munity," Santos-Killins said.
Santos-Killins is equally concerned Continuing Education, Judy Rickard,
with negative politics. "There is a lot who attended the forum but as
of distortion of people’s records, President of the Bay Area Municipal
humiliation, and a general lack of dig- Elections Committee (BAYMEC),
said she represents more than just
nity," Santos-Killins said.

SJSU.
BAYMEC is a political action
group that advocates civil rights for
gays, lesbians, and bisexuals.
BAYMEC works with political figures on issues of discrimination and
civil rights related to sexual orientation.
Rickard made recommendations
that supported the gay and lesbian
community to ensure that campaign
policy would prohibit the often subtle
methods used against gays and lesbians in negative campaigns.
"ifs candidate resorts to lies, innuendo, or dirty tricks...that speaks volumes about how he or she might perform in office," Rickard said.
She supports the ECP and feels
positive about its potential.
"It comes from an appropriate
direction, it’s neutral, objective, and
fair," Rickard said.
(:hristcnscn said that the ECP’s
draft still has a way to go before being
implemented.
Its going to take sortie determination and a fair amount of work to
pull it off," Christensen said.
Rickard feels that getting support
and interest from younger voters is
important.
if younger people get a hold of
this thing (negative campaigns! and
turn it around, it will be a better
world for all of us," Rickard said.
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up and down about them but we had
to make some priority decisions."
In addition to the Program Board
hacking, the Associated Student
Board of Directors managed to pass
the 1997-98 budget, hires new executive Director and voted in closed
session to ive $5,000 to West VAlley
College for legal matters.
The A.S. unanimously passed a
budget that had several changes including a raise in the president’s stipend
and a salvage of student orientation.
Under the proposed budget the
president’s stipend would have
increased from $500 to $1,500 per
month but the budget that finally
passed will only increase to $1,000.
Bergman led a charge to decrease
not only the presidential stipend but
to add funding to student orientation
and student organizations.
Her first attempt at decreasing the
stipend was shot clown 2-5. She then
asked for a compromise to increase to
$1,000. It was passed unanimously.
"Our budget is really tight right
now," she said. "I didn’t think that
this year was appropriate to increase
the executive’s salary. Even if we
weren’t in a crisis, I wouldn’t advocate tripling the salary."
The money that was saved from
the stipend was given to the student
organization fund increasing it to
$120,874, up from last year’s
$119,000.
Student orientation was salvaged,
and given $6,000, by cutting $4,000
from the $5,000 Cal State Affairs
program and $2,000 from public
relations piece of the pie. Public relations got cut from $7,000 to $5,000.
Also cut out of existence was the
A.S. Judiciary committee. This is a
committee that is supposed to oversee
the A.S. to make sure the executive
branch is following its own bylaws.
This is in following with the recommendation of a consultant to end the
A.S. Judiciary. They were told to run
the AS. likes non-profit corporation
rather than a student government.
In a closed session meeting the
A.S. Board of Directors also made a
recommendation to hire a new executive director. Lori Woodruff was
given approval and pending negotiations, will be the A.S. executive director next year.
Spartan Daily Staff Writer Vie
Ribiero contributed to this report.

ANTA CLARA, CA 95054
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FOR FREE*
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study (stud e). noun, 1. a room in a house used for

reading. verb. 2. the act of reading or paying close
ention for the purpose of gaining -knowledge.

stuff (SiU

1. the belongings acquired over time that serve
ediate purpose. 2. objects that seem to merely occupy

no imm things that should be stored at Safe Place Storage!
space. (stoo’
ka): noun. 1. a German two seated dive
er used successfully during World War Two.
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OPEN FORUMS FOR FACULTY & STAFF
Melvin Terrell

continued from page 1
controller would also sit on the committee.
"This is f"’"g ridiculous," ASPB
Concert Director Darius Minaee
said. "This hurts me as a student.
This will put an end to student culture at SJSU."
"That ($41,000) won’t leave any
room to do anything . They did this
without giving any explanation,
Kogura said. "They give (AS Presidentelect Jeff) Batuhan a raise and don’t
even have a judicial review to make sure
they aren’t breaking their own bylaws.
What happened to democracy?"
Ted Gehrke, a 25-year adviser to
the Program Board, was too upset to
speak. He, along with Kuni Capps,
the Program Board’s secretary of 20
years, will lose their jobs because of
the budget cuts.
Scott Valor former member of the
Program Board and current SJSU
Environmental Law Professor asked
the A.S. Board at the Wednesday
meeting, "If you cut the funding (for
the Program Board) you leave SJSU
(void) of culture. Think about the
legacy you will leave at SJSU."
"We knew we couldn’t please
everyone," Board member Fawn
Bergman said. "The Program Board
has every right to despise us. We
made some hard decisions."
Unaware of Simmons’ actions she
ironically said, "We’re not jumping

shirtoothitnet corn

Vitas are available for review in Clark Library, Academic Senate
Office, President’s Office, Vice President for Student Affairs Office,
Provost’s Office, Associated Students Office, and the College Dean’s offices.
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SJSU’s ’Mr. Wizard’

professor emeritus of chemistry has shared wisdom
and experience with college students and community
Story and photos by Dona Nichols
continued from page 1
such toptxx as the 0/011C layer and how rapidly the world’s
Harding also feels Neptune’s commitment to SJSU has population is going through the earth’s natural resources.
been important to his survival following the loss of his life- You might say he naturally gravitated toward science.
"I started out in the public education protram in college
long love and companion.
Even after spending more than 40 years in the classroom. but I found the education classes too boring, he said.
In 1985, Neptune was chosen by the
Neptune never tires of seeing that "spark" in 105111tWittinAteertelt0, $11111998e
16.
Department of Energy to be the first in the
students eyes that tells him they underUnited States to run a chemistry program
stand.
that brought in high school students to par"If you really liked what you do you
ticipate in a rigorous summer college
never have to take off a day in your life." he
course. The program soon expanded to 19
said.
schools.
Neptune preached conservation and
Neptune now spends his summers on an
raised students’ awareness of environmental
Indian reservation teaching the basics of
concerns long before it was "politically cor
chemistry to American Indians.
rcct." Hc also practices what he preaches
Well into his 70s, Neptune says he doesoutside the classroom, using the same push
n’t know if he’s the oldest professor on
lawnmower he has owned for 40 years
campus
but he doesn’t know of anyone
because it’s better for the environment than
older than him.
a gas-powered mower.
"In science, I’m about the most
Neptune believes there are multiple ben
ancient," Neptune said. "But I haven’t
chits to be had using a push lawnmower; it
started buying my parking permits one day
gives him the exercise he needs to stay in
at a time, yet."
good shape and it’s noise-free.
Neptune doesn’t plan on leaving the
"Sometimes I’m done before my neigh
hot even gets his lawn mower started,"
John Neptune, lassroom anytime soon.as long as they’ll let
"I’ll keep teaching
Neptune said.
chemistry professor me," Neptune said.
Neptune has always had an interest in

"In science,
I’m about the
most ancient,
but I haven’t
started buying
my parking
permits one
day at a time,
yet."

John Neptune has never used a motorized lawnmower, using his manual one for more than 40 years.

A clasping of the hands ends every church service at Evergreen Valley United Methodist Church, where Neptune
has been a member for 16 years. Parishioners stand and sing "Shalom," a hymn that celebrates fellowship, at the

close of service. Neptune’s friends at the church helped him through the loss of his wife of 43 years. This August,
they would have celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary. He has erected a garden monument to her at the church.

Neptune enjoys a quiet moment as he arrives early for church service. He is a member of the
bell choir, holds an office on the church board and teaches an adult Sunday school class.

Neptune’s office is a testament of his undying devotion to his wife, Ruth, whose death in 1990 prompted him to return to
teaching following a brief retirement. Her paintings line his office walls.
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First daughter picks Stanford for college
Stanford
WASHINGTON (AP)
University is Chelsea Clinton’s choice for college.
The first daughter announced her pick in a
brief statement by her mother’s press office
Wednesday one day before her decision
had to be signed, sealed and postmarked.
"The president and Mrs. Clinton
announced today that their daughter Chelsea
will enter Stanford University this fall as a
member of the Class of 2001," the three-line
statement said.
Aides refused to elaborate on why she
chose Stanford, which is 3,000 miles away
from home.
"She wanted you all to know where she’s
going to school and that’s what we’re doing,"
Marsha Berry, Mrs. Clinton’s spokesman,
told reporters.
Stanford seemed in some ways a logical
choice: Its perennially sunny campus studded

by perfectly shaped palms is nestled in the
foothills well south of San Francisco and
promises refuge from the media glare Chelsea
lived in on the East Coast.
Chelsea, 17, one of only 15,000 students
nationwide to qualify as a National Merit
semifinalist, had kept her choice a tightly held
"state secret" in this gossipy town.
Anticipation of her decision threatened to
reach proportions generated by President
Clinton’s Cabinet selections.
Harvard, Princeton, Yale, Brown,
Georgetown and Wellesley all were considered possible picks at one time or another. But
first lady Hillary Rodham Clinton had, in
advance, ruled out her and her husband’s
alma maters - Wellesley and Georgetown,
respectively.
"I think she wanted to branch out and be
her own person," Mrs. Clinton told CNN
Tuesday night.

Another reason Chelsea. who aspires to be
a medical student, might have crossed
Georgetown off her list: "I want to be her
roommate," the first lady joked.
Georgetown’s campus is less than three
miles from the White House gates.
Yale, where Chelsea twice roamed the campus in recent months, would have been the
romantic’s choice. It was at Yale Law School
that Mom and Dad first met and fell in love.
In the months leading up to Decision Day,
rumors sprinted up and down the Ivy League
grapevine, where Chelsea, a senior at
Washington’s private Sidwell Friends School,
was expected to have her pick of elite schools.
Newspaper publishers meeting this week
in Chicago popped the question to White
House chief of staff Erskine Bowles.
"I told the president when I came here I
wouldn’t give any state secrets," he demurred.
Reporters had demanded that press secretary

Elvis fans shook up over ban
PALM SPRINGS, Calif. (AP)
"Honeymoon
Elvis
Presley’s
Hideaway" has become a heartbreak
hotel for some of his fans.
Last month, Palm Springs banned
the use of celebrity residences for parties, tours and other commercial purposes after neighbors got all shook up
over noise and traffic. More than 30
celebrity homes are affected, officials
said.
Despite the ban, the Elvis FriendsHollywood Elvis Presley Fan Club
planned a Friday night reception and
a Saturday barbecue at the home
where The King honeymooned as
part of a 30-year anniversary commemoration.

Now, Palm Springs is seeking a
temporary restraining order to block
the gathering. The dispute was scheduled to go before an Indio Superior
Court judge today.
Tr -Villa Trust the Boston based company that owns the fivebedroom, five-bathroom home wonders why the city singled the Elvis
event out.
"We think they’re picking on the
wrong people," said Dave Baron, a
Palm Springs attorney representing
Tr -Villa Trust. "These kinds of charitable events go on in this town routindy."
The so-called "Honeymoon
Hideaway" in the historic las Palmas

neighborhood - where Elvis and
Priscilla Presley spent their honeymoon after getting married in las
Vegas on May 1, 1967 - was used for
one party in 1995 and two last year,
Baron said.
The events on Friday and Saturday
will each be limited to 60 people and
there won’t be any outside music,
according to Baron and a prepared
statement from the trust.
About 100 people are expected to
attend the weekend event at a cost of
$75 apiece, organizers said. Proceeds
will go to the Palm Springs Police
Department Memorial Fund and
Make-A-Wish Foundation.
City Attorney David Alshire
added that although Palm Springs
depends on tourism as its lifeblood,
residents also have a right to peace
and quiet.
"It’s unfair to sell tourism at the
expense of privacy," he said. "That’s
one of the reasons celebrities came
here."
And the city challenged the Elvis
event simply because it’s the first one
scheduled since the ban was enacted,
Alshire said.
Bobbie Cunningham, president of
the fan club, said she was confident
the group will win the court battle
because its a non-profit organization.
"It’s just too had that some politicians with small minds don’t realize
what’s going on here," Cunningham
said.

This could be the
start of p. delicious
relationship.

Mike McCurry confirm Tuesday’s buzz that
Stanford was the lucky winner. He wouldn’t.
Never has so much been made about the
college education of a sitting president’s child.
News of I.uci Johnson’s decision to attend the
University of Texas in 1966 was buried in a
flurry of stories about furniture and china patterns as she simultaneously set up house in
Austin as a new bride.
Amy Carter toured prospective campuses
with a phalanx of Secret Service agents, plainclothes police and reporters in tow, but that
was well after President Carter was out of
office. Two of Vice President Al Gore’s daughters enrolled at Harvard without fanfare.
Presidential historian William Seale attributed the buzz around Chelsea to an age-old
mystique about the president’s family that has
only intensified with the Clinton’s insistence
on keeping their only child out of the spotlight.

"The first family is put on a stage, in an
aquarium and watched with intense interest,"
said Seale. "It’s our democratic version of royalty."
Precedents aside, don’t expect this White
House to tolerate stakeouts on campus or
musing over the freshman Utmusseau that
Chelsea will take to her dorm.
Still, both the president and Mrs. Clinton
have seemed to revel in the guessing game.
In a speech Monday at Princeton
University, the first lady opened by saying she
didn’t know whether the New Jersey Ivy
league school was Chelsea’s choice.
"I can tell you, however, that my good
friend Eleanor Roosevelt on behalf of her
good friend Ellen Wilson, Woodrow Wilson’s
first wife, has been lobbying me heavily on
behalf of Princeton," Mrs. Clinton joked.
Wilson was president of Princeton in
1902.

Republicans accused
of stalling on flood help
Oregon Sen. Ron of South Dakota, Paul Wellstone of Minnesota, Byron
WASHINGTON (AP)
Wyden joined Democratic leaders Wednesday accus- Dorgan of North Dakota and Dianne Feinstein and
ing Republicans of slowing action on a disaster relief Barbara Boxer, both of California.
Sen. Patty Murray, D-Wash.. was invited to the
bill that includes tens of millions of dollars of flood
news conference but declined to attend. She was workassistance for the Northwest.
"All over my state we have got families that are hurt- ing to make improvements in the bill and wanted to
ing, families that have had deep and painful losses," see how the measure fared during a Senate
Appropriations Committee session
Wyden said during a news conference
later its the day, her spokesman Rcx
at the Capitol with Senate Majority
Carney said.
Leader Tom Daschle, fl-S.D.
"Let’s
not
hold
The legislation to speed billions of
"They feel that this aid needs to
dollars in aid to Americans hit by
get out there now," the Oregon up getting the
natural disasters is being weighed
Democrat said.
down by moves from both parties to
Oregon alone stands to receive help to families
further budget goals.
$84 million in the bill for flood in Oregon and
Sen. Slade Gorton, R-Wash., who
recovery, including highway repairs,
serves on the committee with
levy repairs, dredging of flooded across this
Murray, said he was confident the
channels ancl restoration of fish
country, that are panel would pass the measure with
hatcheries. Wyden said.
enough money to help all needy
Daschle said Republican determiNorthwesterners.
nation to attach a confrontational hurting, to
Wyden said some of the issues
amendment to a disaster relief bill resolve these
holding up the disaster package - like
would slow aid to thousands of needy
other matters." the budget process and techniques
Americans.
used to take the census - "are legitiHe declared that President
mate issues to be debated.
Clinton would veto the relief bill if
"But not on this bill and not at
Republicans persist in adding IanSen. Ron Wyden,
this time," he said. "Let’s not hold
guagc aimed at preventing another
D Oregon
up getting the help to families in
government shutdown.
Oregon and across this country, that
Daschle said the GOP-proposed
amendment, which would freeze federal spending at are hurting, to resolve these other matters
The bill would add some $8.4 billion to the fiscal
below previous year levels, could lock in deep cuts in
social programs and "would be a death blow to the 1997 budget, including $5.5 billion overall to help
negotiations" between the White House and more than 20 states suffering from natural disasters.
Gorton said the 83.5 billion included for the
Republicans on a balanced budget plan.
In addition to Wyden, Daschle was joined by Federal Emergency Management Agency is $2 billion
Democratic Sens. John Glenn of Ohio, Tim Johnson more than President Clinton requested.
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EMPLOYMENT
DRIVING FOR DOLLARS
Earn $6/hr PIUS $10/hr in tips.
Deliver from best Si restaurants.
Flexible hours. Great for Students!
Need own car.
Cal Dine IN el 998-3463 now.
TEACHERS/AIDES/Camp Leann
Elem sch. age recreation program,
P/T flan 26 an
cbirg the soh. yr.
F/T during summer camp program.
Excellent salary, no ECE req. Los
Gatos-Sara. Recreation. Call Janet
at 354-8700x23. (Not avail.
sdiool yea? Cat for anima employ
re guards & camp leaders).
TEACHER’S AIDE, after school
child care program, 2-6pm M-F.
Call Gardner Children’s Center,
998-1343. Immediate opening.
Child dev, rec, human performance
majors encouraged to apply. EOE.
WSI’S NEEDED
Summer Employment
Please call 354-8700 x 224
Los Gatos Rec Department.
COME TO WHERE THE BREAD IS
BAKED! LeBoulanger, family
owned bakery/cafe seeks friendly.
ougoirg ircisideis to jai as teem as
Bussers, Sales Clerks, Supervisors,
& Asst. Managers, $6$12 hourly, no
experience necessary. 18 locations
with a new store in downtown SJ
and at Metro plaza. Apply at any
location or 305 N. Mathilda.
Sunnyvale, 94086.408-7749000
or fax 408523-9810.

FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO BAR
FT & PT positions avail, in busy
whole foods restaurant. All shifts
aval. Flex hrs. Must be 18+ years.
$7.50$8.00/hr. to start. Ask for
Wendy. Julia cr Victor 6)7339446.
LOOKING FOR WORK???
Hundreds of job listings
available in the
CAREER CENTER’S JOB BANK.
Visit us in BC 13 to get access.
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown SanJose.
Inner City Express.
22W. Saint John St. San Jose.
YMCA SUMMER DAY CAMP MOM
If you like the outdoors, like
working with children & teens, &
have special skills in camping,
games, crafts, sports or drama,
consider a Summer Job at the YMCA!
Positions Available:
DIRECTORS
ASSISTANT DIRECTORS
LEADERS
Please call your local Y for more
detailed hfomiation an application
Central YMCA -3981717
(San lose & Salta Clara)
Southwest YMCA- 3701877
(Los Gatos, Saratoga)
*Northwest VT/CA-257-7160
(0.4yertino, Santa Clara, Sunnyvale)
*Sari Valley YMCA- 2269622
(South San Jose)
Mileita9/BerNessa VT/CA -9450319
(Milpitas)
*Mt Madam YMCA -7790208
(Magan Hill)
INTERNET FUBUSHING Opportunity
High-tech Internet publication
seeks outgoing person for postgraduation FT job. Non -sales
editorial and promotional position.
No experience required. Fax:
408-938-9155.

COUNSELOR - SKILLS TRAINER
in-home. Av. pay: $7/hr. Great
experience for Soc Wk, Psy, Health
&Ed majors. Flex hrs. 866-5001.

LEADING WIRELESS COMPANY
seeking customer service representatives. PT/FT. Flex hrs. Salary
+ bonus. Will train. Call David H.
el 408-4418600

GREAT LEARNING OPPORTUNITY
San Jose mortgage Company.
Seeks F/T receptionist. Growth
potential into production and/or
marketing. Fax resume w/ phone
number and availability to Dana at
406-236-6855.

NANNY -seeking pert-time nanny
in Los Gatos for toddler boy who has
some communication disabilities.
Child is happy & lovable. Applicant
MUST HAVE CAR and AT LEAST 4
EXCELLENT REFERENCES. Salary
negotiable. Mrs. Malish 356-5151

The Environmental Resource
Cents (ERC) in WSQ 115 is hiring
a Director & Co-Director for the 97/
98 school year. The 2 PT peahens
work together to administer the
programs, services, staff & budget
during the year. Hours are flexible.
All students encouraged to apply.
Environmental, managerial, and
bookkeeping experience helpful,
Cal Dena 924-5467,or fax 924-5477.

CHIU’S BAR & GRILL in search
of Foodservers and Hosts with
restaurant experience. Friendly,
team oriented people apply in
person Monday through Thursday,
between 2pm-4pm. 2980 Stevens
Creek Blvd. San Jose. No Calls.
MAKE MONEY Me TEACHING
driver training & education, pt/ft.
no exp. nec. hs grads. 971-7557.

TELLER WANTED, PART-TIME. INTERNET CONSULTING COMPANY
Bilingual Spanish/English. Call Lisa Seeks business analysts interns.
Tech skill a plus. Flex schedule
988-4511, m-m, 8:30-11:00.
10 20 hrs/week. Compensation
based on skill & exp. Resumes
INSIDE SALES
to eric@cpublish.com or fax to
REPRESENTATIVES
Founded in 1925. George S. 415.9649960.
May International is a leading
SECURITY - ACUFACTS, INC.
management consulting firm. Our
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
business is explodng arid we need
Great for Students.
several motivated i-W.aters to help
FIT or P/T. #1 shifts.
us scheckle appointments with small
Top Pay with Many Benefits!
to medium sized business owners
Cal or apply h pawn Nbrt-Sun 7-7.
throughout the Western US.
We’ll provide you with paid 4082865880. 555D Madan Poe.
training, a competitive base salary Between San Cabs and Pair:rim,
behind tre Cad ad Paty Store, SI
+ commisstons, (earnings potential
011.30K+1) full benefits, feeble work
schedule, & a great opportunity CANVASS DOOR TO DOOR set
to learn & grow with an established appointments for home improve
industry leader that promotes from ment co. P/T eve/wknds; flex hrs.
within. If you enjoy people, you’re $7.50+ bonus; will train fft9.21010.
good on the phone, and you like
to have fun, then this is the job
for youl Bilingual a big plus.
To arrange an interview,
please call Steven Sanchez at
(800) 955.0200 ext. 221, or
send/fax resume to: GSM. 991
W. Heading St San Jose. CA 98126
Fax: (408) 244-6415. EOE/M.
GEORGE S. MAY
INTERNATIONAL CO.
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LARGE FINANCIAL SERVICES
Company looking for FULL/PART
time help. Job would include word
processing, filing, typing, good
people skills, customer contact
and losts of other various tasks.
YMCA NOW HIRING DIRECTORS Lots of potential for growth.
and TEACHERS for school-age Please send resume to (408)
and preschool child care. Full 452-0210, Attn. Usa Cusella.
Time & Pan Time. 6 - 15 ECE or
related units. For more info: CRUISE& LAM TOLR EMPLOYMENT
Discover how to work in exotic
call Mary 0 298-3888.
locations, meet fun people, while
earning up to $2,003/mo. in these
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
Seeking teachers and subs for exciting industries. Cruise Inforour school age day care program. mation Services: 206-971-3554
We can work around your school ext.C60411.
schedule. Early morning or afternoon positions available. F/T BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
employment available during Eam to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
summer break. This is a great gib Students needed In the immediate
to gain experience. Units in ECE, area Full-time/part-time openings.
Rec, Psych, Soc. or Ed required. Call today 1-415-968.9933.
International Bartenders School.
CALL: 408-379-3200 x21.
$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL ACCT. SVC / EXPER. CREATIVE
mailing our circulars. Begin now. Team -Oriented People needed
for small, rapidly growing
For info call 301.4281326.
ad -agency: Project -Based.
VALET PARKERS - P/T, nights & Show us what you’ve got,
e-mail cover letter + resume to:
parties
in
for
private
weekends
Los Gatos/Saratoga area. Must resumerpulsemc.com .
service
customer
min.
1
yew
have
experience, and desire to serve TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
people. Polite, well groomed. sell discount subcriptions to Bay
and professional attitude only. Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
$5.75/hr. + tips. Flexible hrs. garnawn. Downtown
19 yrs
near lightrail 4 blocks from SJSU.
Call Mike, 800825-3871.
Hourly $$ plus bonus. Media
Promotions 494-0203,
SECURITY
F/T & P/T -Will Train
Day, Swing & Grave Shifts
OPPORTUNITIES
Permanent & Short Term lobs
ABCOM Private Security
NEED MONEY for School or Play?
408-247-4827.
Amazing new manual shows you
YOU NEED A JOB WITH A FUILIRD how to make lots of al Send for
We will train you for a full-time FREE info today! Redwood Ent.
position with our nation-wide firm. 12795 Lompico Rd, Felton, CA
95018. Attn. Dept. 101.
We offer:
*Weekly Pay IncentNes
*Monthly Bonuses
*Competitive Wages
IfFALTH & BEAUTY
*Group-rate Health Care
MEN & WOMEN
Training
*Complete Management
You must be career minded. PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
shaving,
Stop
waxing, tweezing
(That’s All) Call 408345-3936.
or using chemicals. Let us permanently
remove
your
unwanted hair.
$12/HOUR
Back Chest Lip Bikini Chin Weekends & Evenings
Tummy
etc. Students & faculty
Canvassing- Telemarketing
receive 15% discount. First appt.
Start Saturday
1/2 price if made before 6/1/97.
408-253-8818.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, 621 E.
Campbell Ave. #17, Campbell.
POSTAL JOBS
(408) 379-3500.
Up to S15.29/rt plus benefits.
415-3398377 - 24 hrs.
ELJECTROLYSISCUNIC.
Unwarted hair removed forever.
EARN EXTRA CASH 11
up to $120/weekl
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males, 19-34 years old.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
247-7486.
Contact California Cryobank
SAMPLE A WILD FOOD FREE
415-324-1900, M -F, 8-5pm.
Super Blue Green Algae
Reported Benefits include:
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Improved Concentration
Receptionist. Office Clerk
Increased Energy
Sales, Customer Support
Weight Control
Technician, Testing Optr.
(408) 737.2702
Warehouse Clerk
Cal 408/9424888 or
GET READY FOR SUMMER NOWI
Fax to 408/942-8280
Lose 6 inches + in 1 hr. by getting
Electronix Staffing Services,E0E
a body wrap. NOT a ’water wrap’
1778 Clear Lake Ave. Milpitas
or
’dehydration’ process. IT IS a
Hwy 680 exit Landess Ave. turn
special mineral solution of food
left at Clear Lake Ave.
grade minerals & distilled water.
It firms body tissue & tightens
MANAGER TRAINEES
No experience necessary. Will skin especially after weight loss.
Train! Managers earn $4000/mo You determine where inches
base+ com. Corp seeks energetic cane off. hips. thighs. abdomen etc.
people for management. Start For info or appt: 4089497826.
now. 5785197.
SCHOLARSHIPS
COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIPS NOW
Surf: www.scholarship4u.com
Cal: 800MIBASE2. 4086298941
Email: sisuescholarship4u.com

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

REED A SUMMER MB or financial
aid? Willing to work part-time.
full-time or flexible hours and
make great money? For fun, work
experience and great money,
don’t wait, call now: Kristi (408)
9965905.
SWIM INSTRUCTORS & lifeguards
wanted to wont at JCC in Los Gatos
and private homes. $10425/hr.
Must be certified. Cal 358-3636
at 53 and 408-245-1998.
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TEACHER. PT/FT at hgh quality,
lic. droein play center for 2-12 yr
olds. Min. 6 ECE units req. Flex
days/eves/wkends. Team teach
environment. Benefits wad. Apply in
person at KidePork:
Near OakrIdge Mall. 281-8880
5440 Thanwood Or., SJ
Near Valley Fair, 985-2599
2858 Stevens Creek Blvd. Si.
At the HUB, 510.792-9997
39102 Argonaut Way, Fremont
NEW Westgate Mall
Call Heidi at 281.8880
UNDUARDS/SWIM stsmucroas
Los Gatos SWIM and Racquet Club.
Must have current CPR, First Aid.
& Lifeguard training certifications.
WSI preferred for teaching. Apply
in person 14700 Oka Road. Los
Gatos, CA.
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TUTORING

WORD PROCESSING

GOING ON LEAVE? Responsible
professor will house-sit for Fall ’97
semester. Call Robert Schaeffer
(Sociology) 913-539-4028 or
leave message with Joan Block
4-5320.

TRAVEL

EOLMMU

CHEAP CALLING CARDS! Call
anywhere in USA for 16 minute.
No surcharges or monthly fees.
To order card or for info call
408.2362054 or 800-370-2904.
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 30% 60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1.800.655-3225.

PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning,
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock,
Fusion. Funk, Reggae, or Folk.
Call Bill at 4082986124.
CAMPUS CLUBS

INSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Family Multi-car"
CALL TODAY 2965270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
FUNDRAISING
FAST FUNDRAISER Raise $500
in 5days Greeks, Groups, Clubs,
Motivated Individuals. Fast, Easy.
No Financial Obligation.
1-800-862 1982 ext. 33.

JOIN THE CELTIC HERITAGE CLUB
of San Jose State. Celebrate Irish,
Scottish & Welsh culture. All are
Welcome To Joint Call Kelly at
408927.7925.

Certain advertisements in
these colurms may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or addr
additional information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when maldng
these further contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully investigate all flmrs
offering employment listings
arcoupon for discount
vacadons or merchandise.

FOR NATIONAL /AGENCY RATES CAL!.

Www

10-14 lines: $90
3-9 lines: $70
15-19 lines: $110
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BIUNGUAL TUTORIAL CENTER
Math: Algebra Geometry
Statistics -Trig Calculus
Physics: Mechanics Electric
Chemistry: Organic Inorganic
English: Speak Read Write
Spanish: Haber Leer - Escribir
PHOTOGRAPHER FOR HIRE Call: Mike 4062987576
Email! mvera18288@aol.com .
candidly
shot
Have your affair
by a trained photojournalist(
ENGLISH TUTOR
and
Specializing in candid
Speaking, Reading and Writing
sports action photos. You
H.S. Teacher.
Credentialed
keep the negatives( B&W or
Call 140819788034.
color avail. Affordable hourly
DOWNTOWN S.J. -CLEAN ROOM and day rates. Contact Steve
8350/mo. + $250. dep. NI utilities at: (408) 2784121.
paid. Non-Smoker. 507 N. 3rd St.
WRITING HELP. Fast professional
Tel. 286-8178.
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting. $300 TICKET voucher anywhere
Essays, letters, application NorthWest Sex. Expires end of June.
statements, proposals, reports. See for $200 b/o.416-967.2364.
etc. For more info, please call
EUROPE $289.
2 NORM. APARTMENr $900/MO. Dave Bolick at 510401-9554.
Within USA 879.-8129.
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. Mall
Security type building
Caribbean $249. r/t
Secure Parking
Mexico $209. r/t
EUPH011C FOUNDATION
Close In
Cheap Fares Worldwideleff
Confidential Spiritual Counseling
Modem Building
http://www.airhitch.org
Metaphysical, Astrological,
Laundry Room
AIRHITCHO 1415834-9192
Meditation Classes.
Village Apts, 576 S. 5th St.
Gnostic Western Tradition.
(408) 295-6893.
TICKET SALEM
Call (408)9788034.
LOWEST SPRING/SUMMER 1997
FARES...BOOK NOW?
WRITING ASSISTANCE most
AUTO FOR SALE
Discount Tickets
subjects. Why suffer and get poor
Europe- Asia Latin America
Cap CAR STEREO PLUS-260-0797 grades when help is available?
CHEAP LONDON/PARIS
1410 El Camino Real Santa Clara Harvard MA/UCB Ph.D. (former
FARES...SUMMER 1997
college teacher) can help you
StereoAlarmPagerInstallation.
Telephone Service Everyday
with research & writing. Fast,
The Student Travel Specialists
friendly, caring, confidential.
TRAVELQWIK
Convenient Peninsula location.
COMPUTERS ETC.
888-591-9800
Dissertation/ thesis specialist.
Free International Student I.D.
Samples & references available.
REFURBISHED MACS
with purchase of ticket.
Chinese & other languages
BEST PRICES!!
spoken. Foreigners welcome! For
Classroom Computer Co.
free tips, tools and ideas on
3549 Haven Ave. NH
SPORTS/THRILLS
how to improve your writing
Menlo Park, CA 94025
visit our user-friendly Website
Ft: (800) 800-5115
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
at http://www.aci-plus.com
FAX: (415) 306-1120
ip i§pcitningspmpared to
Regular ernail: grolgewletwiltegm,
STUDENT SPECIALS
Or write: Dante, P013-4489, FC CA’ the exhIlratIoli experienced by
Mac SE & Classic
skydiving! Tandem, Accelerated
94404 (ask for free color brochde).
MAC Ilsi, ci, cx
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
POWER MACS
SJSU student owned & operated.
LAUREL OFFICE SERVICES
5200, 6214, 6100
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
*Writing Editing Typing.
MAC LC580
1-510-834-7575.
Sweadsheet &Detabase Design*
Inkjet 8, Laser Printers
Desktop Publishing*
Dot Matrix Printers
Bookkeeping PC Support*
Reasonable Rates‘
448-8119.
ANNOUNCEMENTS

SJSU INTERNATIONAL HOUSE
Fun & friendly environment
*5 minute walk to campus
Spacious furnished rooms
Wellequipped student kitchen
*Computer & study rooms
Laundry rom
*Parking
For American & International
Students
Call 924-6570 or stop by for a
tour. 360 So. 11th St. (Between
San Carlos & San Salvador)

408-924-3277
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After the fifth day, rate increases by $I per day.
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available xi bold for $3 each

1

Fax: 924-3282
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Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

W10.
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06040.

PHONE: 924-3277

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
Two
Three
One
Days
Days
Day
$7
$9
$5
3 lines
$8
$i 0
$6
4 lines
$9
$11
5 lines
$7
$10
$12
6 lines
VI
line
$1 for each additional
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PRIMARY PLUS
ACTION DAY PRESCHOOL
Teachers/Aides - FT/PT.
ECE or Experience Preferred.
EOE. Call 370.0357.

Print your ad here.
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BY JACK OHMAN

0

ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
for egg donation. Desperate Asian
couples need your help to concese.
Can you help? Ages 21-29,
non-smoker, healthy & responsible.
$3,000 stipend art manes ceii
Otter arra:tee also needed. Reese
call WWFC 1-5108209495
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CLASSIFIED
The SPARTAN DAILY
nukes no claim for products or
sewing advertised below nor is
there any guerantee implied. The
donned column of the Spartan
Daly count of paid adverting
rid Menne are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.
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SPARTAN DAILY

University

Five MCJIMI1
Days
$13 tey4tsie
$14
Phono
$15
$16
Send check or money order to:
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
SanJoee, CA 95192-0149

Please check
one classification:
7,W

II Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente! Hall. Room 209.
Deadline 10:00 am. two weekdays before publication.
Al ads are prepaid No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutNe publications dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (408)924-3277

Campus Clubs’
_Greek Messages’
_Events’
_Announcements’
_Lost arid Found**
Volunteers’
_For Sale’
Autos For Sale’
_Computers Etc
_Wanted’
_Employment
_Opportunities

_Rental Housing
_Shared Housing’
_Reel Estate
_SOIVICOs’
_Heigh/Beauty*
_Sparta/Malls’
_Insurance
_Entertainment’
Travel
Tutoring’
Word Processing
Scholarships

Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

DO YOU HATE TO TYPE??
or NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE? Term
papers, thesis, resumes, group
projects. etc. Have a typewriter
to complete your applications for
med/law school, etc. WII transcribe
your taped interviews or research
notes. Fax machine. Notary Public.
Call Anna at 972-4992.
SUZANNE’S Word Processing
510489-9794 011us/Ros/hisg)
Word Processing & Editing
Bah Academic/Bus. Work Accepted
Reports Theses MLA/111RAB
Expert In APA Format
WP 5.1/6.0 Laser Printer
7 Days a Week 7:00am -9:00pm
RELIABLE - FAST ACCURATE.
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & English papers/theses
our specialty. Laser printing.
APA, Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available on
either WordPerfect or Word.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Cal Paul or Virginia 408251-0449.
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Theses, term papers, group
projects, resumes. All formats
including APA. Fax available.
Experienced, dependable, quick
return. Almaden/Branham
area Call Linda 408-264-4504.
WORD PROCESSING
Thesis, Resumes, Reports. etc.
20+ Years Experience
Medical/Legal Transcription
Services Available.
Reasonable Rates
CALL (408) 272-1552.
*AFFORDABLE& EXPERIENCED*
Graduate Studies. ’Thesis, Titrrn
Papers, Nursing, Group Projec.,
Resumes, Al Formats. Specialinng
In APA. Spelling/ Grammar/
Punctuation/ Editing. 24+ yrs Dip
WP 5.1/HP Laser. PAM’S
PROFESSIONAL WORD PROCESSING,
247.2681, 8am-8pm.
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Daily
CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Wander
5 Light brown
10 Poet Teesdale
14 Choir voice
15 Devoured
16 Matty 01
baseball
17 Trudge
18 Giant
19 Con’s room
20 Wall hanging
22 Sustained
24"- Abner"
25 Dried-up
26 - of the action
29 Tied
33 Makes golden
34 Foray
36 Genetic material
37 "- Baba and
the 40 Thieves"
38 Often rented
dem
39 Picnic pest
40 Pod vegetable
41 Adam’s
grandson
42 Edition
44 Swirling
47 Corsage flower
48 Experts
49 "The Raven"
author
50 Opaque
quartz
53 Made an equine
sound
58 Memo abbr
59 Negative
particle
61 Hubbub
62 Sea barrier
63 Uptight
64 Members of
the flock
65 Oklahoma
city
66 Bordered
67 Great -

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
MMU DOMMO C10000
UMB MISHIAM DUMAN
EIIIIIM31211133111C1 1810111113111
11111111133151
1111111313112
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DOWN
1 Engrossed
2 Mexican poi
3 Above
4 Fashioned
5 Vessel for
boiling water
6 Tresses
7 Legal eagle
abbr
8 Large green
parrot
9 Sly suggestion
10 Drawer
freshener
11 Toward shelter
12 Bakery
purchase
13 New Year’s Eve
word
21 Incites a dog
23 Expert
25 Heavens
26 Wide open
27 Heaped
28 Story of thi,
Trojan War

30
31
32
34
35
38
42
43
45
46
47
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
60

Rubbish
Boredom
Went out with
Uses a doorbell
Uproar
Pay homage to
Press
Fragrant
Barked
Chill
Thought
Green stone
to Tell
"It’s
a tieH H Munro’s
pen name
-- it
improvise
Nylons
Des Moines’
locale
Adam and
Eve’s home
Give medicine
to
COMpoLior
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Doctors free to discuss weed

The federal
SAN FRANCISCO (Al’)
government cannot take action against
California doctors who recommend marijuana
to their patients unless a doctor was trying to
help a patient obtain the drug, a federal judge
ruled Wednesday.
U.S. District Judge Fern Smith issued a
preliminary injunction that was somewhat
narrower than her temporary restraining order
of April II. That order prohibited federal
criminal prosecution or withdrawal
action
against doctors for
of prescription licenses
recommending marijuana.
Calling Clinton administration policy on
medical marijuana vague and contradictory,
Smith said today she would "draw the line at
criminal conduct," such as aiding or conspiring in the possession or cultivation of marijua-

na.

Any statements by doctors to their patients
that fall short of criminal conduct cannot he
the basis for punitive federal action, Smith
said.
"The government cannot force physicians
to choose between attempting to comply with
a vague and broad policy, thereby limiting protected speech, or discussing medical marijuana
with their patients in the exercise of their best
medical judgment, thereby incurring the risk
of criminal prosecution or other sanctions,"
the judge wrote.
"This case involves no more than the ability of physicians to recommend personal use of
marijuana to bona fide patients suffering from
a narrow range of serious, debilitating diseases."

l’he order applies to doctors who recomment marijuana for patients with AIDS or the
AIDS virus, cancer, glaucoma, and seizures or
muscle spasms associated with a chronic,
debilitating condition.
Unless overturned by a higher court, the
injunction will remain in effect until the lawsuit goes to trial.
A lawyer for the doctors and patients who
filed the suit said the ruling gives them what
they wanted: a clear policy, and the freedom to
give and receive appropriate medical advice.
"Physicians are free to discuss marijuana in
an open and honest manner and to recommend marijuana to patients" with specific
conditions, said attorney Graham Boyd.
"A physician should not take a telephone
call from a marijuana buyers’ club and should

not fill out a form from a buyers’ club. But the
government cannot take action against a
physician unless there is substantial evidence of
criminal activity."
Smith ruled a day after attempts to settle
the suit ended unsuccessfully.
The suit was filed by a group of doctors and
AIDS and cancer patients that the federal government’s policy in the aftermath of
Proposition 215 was interfering with legitimate doctor-patient communication on the
benefits and risks of medical marijuana.
The November ballot initiative allows
patients to possess and grow marijuana for
medical use at the recommendation of their
doctors without being prosecuted under state
law. Possession and cultivation remain federal
crimes, however.

Deadline extended on removal of Indian slots
Video
SACRAMENTO (AP)
slot machines at Indian casinos in
Northern California can continue to
operate for at least three more months
under an agreement between several
tribes and U.S. attorneys in
Sac raniento and San Francisco.
the U.S. attorneys agreed to
extend the deadline until July 31
because progress is being made on
revamping the machines to comply
with state law, said Ed Brennan, assis-

She’s out so
NEW YORK (AP) A coast to
coast "coming out" party welcomes
Ellen DeGeneres’ small screen alter
ego Wednesday night as she exits the
closet and becomes network television’s first lesbian leading lady.
While the show didn’t air until 9
p.m., the celebrations started earlier
in venues from Greenwich Village to
Lincoln, Neb., from San Francisco’s
Castro district to Cambridge, Mass.
Pre-show reaction from gays and
lesbians ran the gamut from pride
and excitement to complaints that the
move was a cynical ratings ploy.
More than 30,000 invitations
were sent out nationally for parties
celebrating the much-hyped episode
with character Ellen Morgan’s
announcement. It conies on the heels
of actress Ellen DeGeneres’ public
embrace of her sexual orientation.
"If Ellen Morgan can come out to
the world ... you can conic out to
your family, friends and co-workers,"

tant U.S. attorney in Sacramento.
The deadline for the machines’
removal was extended from Thursday
until July 31, according to Howard
Dickstein, a Sacramento attorney
who represents several tribes with
casinos.
In the meantime, the tribes have
agreed not to add new video slot
machines. They also pledged to try to
retool existing machines so that players compete against each other, lot-

are party-goers
says one of the patty invites, which
surfaced as far away as Japan and
Finland.
The Gay and Lesbian Alliance
Against Defamation distributed more
than 1,500 "Come Out With Ellen"
kits for parties in all 50 states and five
foreign countries.

tery-style, rather than against the
house.
State law prohibits games in which
players compete against the house.
The 13,0(K) video slot machines now
operating on Indian reservations
around the state are considered illegal
by both state and federal authorities.
Brennan said letters offering the
extension had been sent to the tribes,
but that the tribes had yet to accept
the offer in writing.
"This action is based on real efforts
by the tribes to eliminate housebanked machines," he said.
’file tribes had asked that the May
1 date be pushed back so they could
continue negotiations with (,mt. Pete
Wilson over what types of Indian
gambling he would agree to permit.
Wilson has long opposed allowing
slot-machine-style garnishing in
California, and a spokesman said
Tuesday t he griVcrniir would lie

"unhappy" if the tribes were granted
an extension.
"Going from a banked slot
machine to a non-banked slot
machine is like going from a more
illegal game to a less illegal game, but
the fact remains that both are illegal
in the state," said Wilson spokesman
Sean Walsh.
Federal law allows Indian tribes to
operate any casino games permitted
in the states in which they are located,
but they must do so under compact
with the state. None of the two dozen
or so casinos operating video slot
machines has a compact with
California.
Wilson has been negotiating since
last fall with the l’ala Band of Mission
Indians, a San Diego-area tribe that
doesn’t have a casino. Any compact
resulting from those negotiations is
expected to serve ass model for other
tribes

S.J. man, children
found dead in home
Cause of death yet to be determined
(AP) The bodies of a father
and his two children were found in
the bathtub of the family home,
police said. A suicide note was discovered in the master bedroom.
Officers were called to the home
in the quiet middle-class neighborhood Tuesday night by the mother
who said there had been a drown-
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We all know that service to the community is an important part of a faculty member’s contribution to the profession.
At the same time, one of our highest priorities is the retention and graduation of our students, while providing them
with a friendly campus that both appreciates and values their presence and contributions. The Faculty Mentor
Program is an excellent way for faculty and staff to get involved in the one-on-one mentoring of students who will
benefit tremendously from this personal attention and guidance.
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I want to thank all of our colleagues who have been participating in the Faculty Mentor Program for their valuable
contributions to our students and this campus. They all are helping to make San Jose State University the best it can
he.
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There was water in the bathtub
but there was no apparent physical
trauma, according to Lt. Joe Nunes.
The exact cause of death will be
determined by the coroner’s office.
Killed were Reynaldo Lacuzong,
35, his ciaugther, Rechelle, 9, and
son, Reneil, 5.
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The Clinton administration’s drug policy
chief, Barry McCaffrey, said last December
that doctors who either prescribed or recommended marijuana would lose their federal
authority to prescribe any drugs and could face
criminal prosecution.
McCaffrey’s office said in February that
doctors could discuss marijuana with their
patients as long as they took no action to help
patients obtain the drug. But administration
lawyers have argued before Smith that a doctor’s "recommendation" of marijuana was the
equivalent of a prescription and could be
grounds for punishment.
Smith’s ruling rejected that argument and
said doctors could recommend the drug as
appropriate medical treatment as long as they
did not help their patients break the law.
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